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1. Greek
hen Kretschmer published his study Objektive Konjugation

V V im Indogermanischen1 in 1947, he caused great surprise among 
comparatists by attributing an Indo-European age to the oppo
sitions we find in Greek between sigmatic and strong aorist (such 
as Etpucra : Ecpuv). The common assumption had been and is that 
these oppositions represent a Greek innovation. Kretschmer’s 
theory was very bold, indeed, and his argumentation was far 
from being convincing. Nevertheless I find, as will be apparent 
from the following pages, that the oppositions in question may 
be older than usually assumed, and at any rate I find that the 
problems concerning the semantic differentiation between the 
various types of aorists in Greek deserve more attention than has 
hitherto been bestowed on them.

The relationship between the aorists in Greek is complicated. 
A clear opposition between the sigmatic aorist and the strong 
aorist (i. e. root aorist or non-reduplicated e/o-aorist) is found 
only when the two aorists are formed from the same root: in 
case of semantic differentiation the sigmatic aorist is transitive 
(or factitive, causative) in contradistinction to the strong aorist 
(É'tpucra : Etpuv, etteicto: : ettiSóhtiv, etc.). In those cases, however, in 
which the verb forms only one of these aorists, and in which 
consequently there is no direct opposition to another aorist, it 
seems rather difficult to attribute any special function to the 
different aorist formations, the sigmatic aorist then being not 
necessarily transitive, just as the strong aorist is not exclusively 
intransitive. In Old Greek the sigmatic aorist, as we know, is 
the generalized, near-universal aorist, and we can exclude the 
possibility that this aorist formation should be associated with a

1 Sitzungsberichte der Österr. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Kl., 
225,2, Vienna 1947.

1*  
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specific meaning valid for all verbs forming a sigmatic aorist. 
The strong aorist, on the other hand, is formed only by a limited 
number of verbs, and this might suggest that the strong aorist, 
apart from the meaning of all aorists, the aoristic aspect, has also 
a meaning of its own. We shall attempt to encircle the specific 
meaning the strong aorist may be assumed to have by examining 
the distribution between the strong aorist and the voice endings. 
Already the fact that a strong aorist which is intransitive, as 
opposed to a transitive sigmatic aorist from the same verb, is 
always incorporated in a middle paradigm (<púo|Jiai Ê<puv, ireiSopai 
£TriSó|JT|v as opposed to cpúco ecpucra, tteíSoo ettsictoc), suggests that 
what we are concerned with here is not so much a matter of 
actual transitivity but more a matter of voice, possibly a special 
type of voice.1

The Strong Aorist.

In the following examination of the strong aorist in Greek we 
shall give an account of the distribution between this aorist and 
the voice endings. Starting from the assumption that the middle 
form is the marked member of the voice opposition and, where- 
ever it occurs, explicitly indicates the presence of the middle 
meaning,2 while the active form, as the unmarked member, does 
not necessarily involve the active meaning, we shall try to discuss 
the problem whether the strong aorist may be considered a special 
voice formation that in itself, regardless of the voice endings with 
which it is combined, shows a middle value. Our interest will be 
centered on the Homeric material.3 At the first stage of the exam
ination the perfect will not be considered.

1 A. Marguliés in his treatment of the Greek aorists (“Verbale Stammbildung 
und Verbaldiathese’’, KZ 57, 1930, pp. 201 ff., and 58, 1930, pp. 79ff.) did not suc
ceed in keeping clearly apart transitivity and voice.

2 I have utilized this assumption only as a working hypothesis. It may be 
questioned whether it really applies to all cases of middle forms. According to 
H. Grosse, “Beiträge zur Syntax des griechischen Mediums und Passivums, Fort
setzung”, 24. Jahresbericht des Königlichen Gymnasiums zu Dramburg, Dramburg 
1891, pp. 12 ff. (cf. p. 5), middle forms occasionally do appear in active meaning. 
We must keep in mind, too, that nobody has proved the thesis that linguistic 
entities are opposed to each other as marked and unmarked, see my article “Be
merkungen über die semiotische Valenz der tschechischen Phoneme”, to appear 
in Scando-Slavica.

3 I have examined the Mycenean aorists, but have not found additional ma
terial of interest to this study.
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The strong aorist is distributed as follows:
(1) The verb occurs only in the middle, and also the strong 

aorist belonging to it is attested only with middle endings.

Examples: yiyvoiiai yevpoopai EyEvonpv, aiaSåvcpai aicrSpcrcpai 
T]CT5ÓgT|V.

Here the strong aorist has a middle meaning, according to 
our basic assumption that middle endings involve the middle 
meaning. As the middle meaning in these examples may be con
sidered sufficiently expressed by the middle endings, it is obvious 
that they cannot be cited in support of our tentative hypothesis, 
that the meaning of the strong aorist lies within the frames of 
the middle meaning. On the other hand, it would be only natural 
to expect that the middle meaning of the strong aorist is frequently 
emphasized by adding the middle endings, and I presume this 
is what we are concerned with here.

(2) The verb appears only with middle endings, with the 
exception of exactly the strong aorist, which takes active endings. 

Examples: SÉpKopai ÊSpaxov, TrépSopai EirapÔov, épEÚycpai qpuyov.

As an opposition of voice between different forms of the verb 
is out of the question here, the aorist must be considered to have 
a middle meaning. The apparent discrepancy between form and 
meaning may be explained by assuming that the strong aorist had 
in itself a middle meaning and that the addition of middle endings 
to the strong aorist consequently was superfluous. Hardly many 
examples reveal this, but the few examples that do exist are 
valuable.

(3) As in the twTo preceding cases the verb occurs only in one 
voice. The present and the strong aorist have active endings, 
wrhereas the future shows middle endings.

Examples: Svî]ctkgo Sccvouhoci êScxvov, 'ttîittgo TTEcroüiicn éttêctov.

This configuration is practically the normal one, represented 
by quite a fewT verbs. The school grammars treat the future as 
deponent, i. e. a middle form with an active meaning, but “active 
meaning” here, of course, is only a reference to the translation 
of the heading of the entry in the dictionaries. Otherwise it is a 
deep-rooted practice in linguistics, wherever one comes across 
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middle endings, to explain them on the basis of a middle meaning, 
and applying our basic view, that middle endings involve the 
middle meaning, whereas active endings do not necessarily in
dicate an opposite, active meaning, we can account for the facts 
without committing any contradiction. We assume, then, that the 
future with middle endings really conveys a middle meaning. 
If the future conveys a middle meaning, then the other forms of 
the verb, despite their active endings, must have a middle meaning 
as well, and in consequence a strong aorist associated with a 
middle future must be considered middle as regards its meaning. 
At any rate, if the strong aorist has in itself a middle value, there 
has been no need to add middle endings, and in a similar manner 
it may be assumed that certain present formants, particularly 
-veo, -ávGO and -okco (without reduplication), in themselves in
dicated, or at least tended to indicate, the middle meaning. The 
correspondence between active present, middle future, and active 
strong aorist has then probably grown into a directly productive 
pattern, so that the present may lack the middle endings, also 
where the present enlargements mentioned above do not occur.

(4) The verb shows two series of forms opposed in voice. 
The forms are consistently kept apart by the voice endings, but 
the strong aorist occurs only in the middle. The active aorist is 
of another formation, mostly sigmatic.

Examples: tteíSco Trsio-oo Eirsicra : TrEÍSopai tteîœoijcu ÉTn3ópr)V, EyEipœ 
Eyepoo pyEipcc : sysipopoci éyEpoñpai qypópqv.

As was the case with the verbs registered sub (1), the strong 
aorist of the verbs in question is attested only with middle endings, 
but its middle meaning appears more clearly owing to the oppo
sition of voice. The strong aorist with middle endings is contra
distinguished from a differently formed aorist in the active; hence 
the two aorists are kept apart by endings as well as by formation. 
As the strong aorist does not appear with active endings, it is 
fairly clear that the addition of the middle endings only plconas- 
ticallv emphasizes the middle meaning which the strong aorist 
possesses in itself.

(5) Here again the verb exists in both voices. In spite of the 
fact that it occurs only with active endings, the strong aorist is 
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incorporated in a pattern of middle forms: the proper active 
aorist is formed differently.

Examples: <pùœ cpucræ Ëçucra : çùopai (púcropai ë<puv, Tpétpco -Spécpco 
gSpsycx : vpécpoijoci SpÉyopai ETpacpov.

The verbs concerned correspond with those sub (2), but have 
still greater weight as evidence, owing to the opposition of voice 
that exists here. The strong aorist has a middle meaning, but this 
is indicated solely by its formation, the endings being active. In 
this case it is evident that the strong aorist in itself indicates a 
middle meaning.

(6) The verb occurs in both voices. The strong aorist appears 
only in the middle, but has active endings; in the middle only 
the future shows middle endings.

Examples: ßißacn<w ßpcrco eßpcra : ßaivoo ßpcropai Eßpv, 5ûœ Ôûcrœ 
êÔucra : Súvgo Súo-opcu eSuv.

It should be noted that Súvco, in the latter example, is equi
valent to Suopcxi with middle endings. In all likelihood we are 
once again concerned with the fact that the middle endings are 
not obligatory, when the present is enlarged with such formants 
as had in themselves a tendency to express the middle value. 
The case is then analogous to the preceding one, and it is un
questionable that the strong aorist here, in spite of active endings, 
has a middle meaning.

(7) The verb occurs in both voices, which are consistently 
distinguished by the voice endings. The strong aorist, too, appears 
both with active and with middle endings.

Examples: Ëycû ~ cxpoœ ect/ov, ßäÄÄco ßaÄcö EßaÄov, ÔiScopi 
Ôcbcrco EÖcoKa (eSohev), àeîttco àeî^Xx) ËÀrrrov.

This “normal” paradigm actually is not normal at all, but 
it does exist. One might believe that the strong aorist with active 
endings in this case conveyed a real active meaning as opposed 
to the same aorist with middle endings. But the question is 
whether there is really anything active about the active forms here. 
If we adopt the view that active endings do not guarantee the 
presence of an active meaning, we cannot exclude the possibility 
that the active forms we are concerned with here, actually have a 
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middle meaning. Considered on this basis verbs taking both active 
and middle endings without any differentiation in meaning 
(e<pSr|/(pSá|jevos, eÄÄaße/£ÄÄäß>eT(o), eï5ov/eï<5ovto, Eupov/eüpETo) do 
not cause any difficulties; such verbs then have simply the same 
middle meaning throughout the paradigm. But is it legitimate to 
apply this view also in case of semantic differentiation between 
the active and the middle forms, as in the examples given above?

In order to speak of oppositions in linguistics it is of course 
necessary that one and the same formal distinction in identical 
surroundings corresponds to a constant semantic distinction ; to 
take the opposite view would be to deny the sign function of 
language. But there can be no objection to the view that one 
formal distinction, in different surroundings, may represent diffe
rent semantic distinctions. This is in itself a purely logical con
sideration, but in my answer to a question asked at the Con
gress of Slavicists in Solia I have attempted to demonstrate 
that it really applies to linguistic material.1 Here I shall cite an 
interesting example from Czech: the semantic contrast in sáhnout : 
sahat ‘reach out’ is not identical with that in táhnout : tahat ‘draw’, 
in spite of the fact that the phonic distinction is exactly the same 
in both oppositions: sáhnout is perfective as opposed to the im- 
perfective sahat, whereas táhnout and tahat, both imperfective, 
are semantically differentiated in another opposition, táhnout 
being determinate as opposed to the indeterminate tahat.

1 Slavjanska fllologija I, Sofia 1963, pp. 155f.
2 C. Watkins, Indo-European Origins of the Celtic Verb, I. The Sigmatic Aorist, 

Dublin 1962, pp. 52 fl.

Consequently I tind it theoretically possible that the contrast 
between active and middle endings may in some contexts corre
spond to the ordinary semantic contrast active: middle, in others, 
however, in combination with special verbs whose active forms 
in themselves have a middle value, to another semantic contrast.

(8) Watkins attaches great importance to oppositions in 
which the strong aorist occurs with active endings and the sigmatic 
aorist has middle endings. He finds evidence for such oppositions 
in Greek (eucxSe : oxipEvos, åp-iTETraÅGov : TràÀTO < *TraÀcrro), 1 2 but 
his material is highly controversial. As regards the opposition 
¿PttettccAgov : ttocäto, I want to stress that apTTEiraXcbv is not a 
regular strong aorist, but represents the reduplicated aorist, which 
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semantically has nothing in common with the non-reduplicated 
e/o-aorist and rather holds the same position as the sigmatic 
aorist (see below, p. 14).

In the preceding outline no attention has been paid to the 
distribution between the strong aorist and the perfect. The 
problems concerning the voice of the strong aorist in many re
spects resemble those which scholars have had to solve in defining 
the Homeric perfect. As we know from the pioneering studies of 
Chantraine, Stang, and Kurylowicz,1 the Homeric perfect has, 
even with active endings, a meaning that lies entirely within the 
framework of the middle meaning; according to these studies the 
active endings of the Greek perfect are actually middle from an 
Indo-European point of view, but since in Greek they recur as 
active endings in other paradigms,1 2 they are to be regarded as 
active, when viewed synchronically. So we have in the Homeric 
perfect a formation that irrespectively of the voice endings has 
in itself a middle meaning. We now expect, if the strong aorist 
is likewise a formation that in itself involves a middle meaning, 
that the two forms to a very great extent show the same distri
bution, and this holds good.

1 P. Chantraine, Histoire du parfait grec, Paris 1927, Chr. S. Stang, “Perfektum 
und Medium”, Norsk Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap 6, 1932, pp. 29ff., J. Kurylowicz, 
“Les désinences moyennes de l’indo-européen et du hittite”, Bulletin de la Société 
de linguistique 33, 1932, pp. 1 lï.

2 See A. Meillet & J. Vendryes, Traité de grammaire comparée des langues 
classiques, Paris 1924, pp. 294 ff.

As for the configurations treated above sub (l)-(3) we may 
state that the active perfect (yéyova, ÔÉÔopxa, Te3vr|Ka, etc.) is 
associated with middle forms in the present and/or in the future, 
just as is the strong aorist. In case of a paradigm of two voices 
we also find that the strong aorist and the perfect active are 
concomitant in being incorporated in the middle scheme; 
iTEÍSopoci EuiSoprqv TTETTOiSa, ÉyEÍpoticxi i)ypóni"|V Èyp-qyopcc, oÀÀupai 
cbÀônqv ôÀooÂa (4); (pùotiai Êcpuv TrécpuKcx, ícrranai ectttiv EørriKa, 
crßEwunai Ecrß-r|v £crßr|Ka, ÉpEÍiropai fipiirov Èpf)pnrcx, Tpécponai ETpacpov 
TETpocpcc (5); ßaivoo ßf|(yopai Eß-qv ßEßqKcx, Súvco/8úo|iai Súoopai 
EÖuv ÔéSuKcc (6). The constellation dealt with sub (7) is somewhat 
special, as we have pointed out, but âeîttgû êàittov âeàoittcx might 
be quoted as an example of coexistence of the strong aorist 
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and the active perfect. It seems possible to establish as a general 
rule that if a strong aorist coexists with an active perfect from 
the same verb in Homer, then the two forms show the same 
voice. But at the same time it must be emphasized that we have 
strong aorists without any active perfect attested to them in 
Homeric Greek; the lack of a perfect in the Homeric material 
may be accidental, of course, but the particular instances must 
be examined carefully; we shall have occasion to treat the problem 
more thoroughly below.

So far we have dealt with the distribution of the strong aorist 
and the active and the middle endings, and we have found 
nothing, from a purely formal standpoint, telling against the view 
that the strong aorist conveys a middle meaning, no matter 
whether it appears with active or middle endings. The next step 
in the examination is to verify this assumption from a semantic 
standpoint. Only a semantic analysis can give us a closer under
standing of the material.

First of all a semantic analysis reveals that the semantic 
sphere of the strong aorist does not fill up the whole area of the 
semantic sphere of the middle endings. Neither the strong aorist 
nor the Homeric perfect can express the special nuance of the 
subject’s interest in the action. If this nuance is the only feature 
justifying us to consider an aoristic action middle, it can be 
indicated only by using the middle form of the sigmatic aorist: 
ÈcrTT|crà|j'r|V, ÈSpeq>à|jr|v, etc.

It is most expedient, then, to define the voice of the strong 
aorist (and the Homeric perfect) negatively: It denotes that the 
action is of no consequence to an object lying outside the subject. 
Mostly the strong aorist is simplyintransitive: eSpocpov (SéSpopa), 
epoÄov (idspßÄooKa), eScxvov (TÉSvriKa), etc. The strong aorist can, 
however, occur with an object, also with an accusative object, 
but if so, no effect upon the object is involved: EÀayov (ÄEÄoyxa), 
EÔpocKOV (ÔÉÔopxcx), EiSov (öiTGOiTcx), etkxSov (ttettovSo), or the ob
ject does not lie clearly outside the subject, the action taking place 
in the subject itself: eScxkov, Ecpccyov (ÊSqSoKcx), etekov. To be sure, 
this semantic sphere belongs to the middle, but in order to 
emphasize that the meaning of the strong aorist is narrower than 
that expressed by the middle endings I should find it convenient 
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to use a special term for this narrower meaning and call it “in
effective”. Analogously we shall refer to actions that are of con
sequence to an external object as “effective”.

Among the examples mentioned above sub (7) àeîttgô eàittov 
ÄeXoiTTCc should particularly be emphasized. The forms also occur 
with middle endings and then have an intransitive meaning. 
The active forms, and here we may include the perfect, have a 
transitive meaning, but still belong to the middle voice, as the 
action does not influence the object. Only slightly different is the 
case of evpicTKco, aor. qupov, whose perfect, presumably by chance, 
is not attested in Homer. The active and the middle forms seem 
to be synonymous, and neither of them indicate any effect upon 
the object. Compare the discussion sub (7).

I do not intend to enumerate the whole material of strong 
aorists in Greek. It is sufficient to refer to the concordances and 
detailed grammars. But an examination of the material will reveal 
that with extremely few exceptions the strong aorists can be 
accounted for according to the definition given above, and apart 
from those exceptions it may be considered a matter of pure 
chance if no corresponding middle future and active perfect are 
attested in Homer. We shall have a closer look at the exceptions. 
Characteristically, they belong to the “normal” paradigm given 
sub (7). It is my impression that what we have to do with here 
is not actual exceptions, but more likely only border-cases, where 
it cannot be decided unambigously whether the action is effective 
or not.

(a) Some transitive verbs indicating a change of place (in
cluding change of ownership), such as ÔiÔœpi, TpéiTGO,
ctîpGü, pàÀÀoù, have the active strong aorist, and the present and 
the future belonging to it have active endings as well. It must 
be admitted, I think, that the active forms of these verbs, in 
particular those denoting a removal of the object from the sphere 
of the subject (‘give’, ‘throw’, ‘send’ as compared with ‘take’, 
‘steal’, etc.) have a really active meaning,1 but in whatever 
direction the movement takes place, we must realize that a 
transitive verb of motion does not indicate an effective action in 

1 Ed. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik 2, Munich 1950, p. 226, gives SiScopt 
sub the activa tantum, which according to him exhibit the same meaning as the 
media tantum (i. e. a middle meaning?).
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the truest sense: the action, which can perfectly well be con
sidered active, neither results in the creation of an object, nor 
does it involve any real change of the object; the object is in 
principle the same before and after the action, it has not been 
modified in any respect. On the other hand, a change of place 
is a change, and a vacillation in the choice of aorist type is 
understandable; compare eTpocrrov/eTpE'pcc in the same meaning. 
Probably the sigmatic aorist is more recent here, and Êonr|cra 
appearing as effective in opposition to eotî]V shows its pro
ductivity.

The shade of meaning we are faced with here lies, from a 
synchronic point of view, outside the middle, and outside the 
semantic sphere of the Homeric perfect as well. In Homer no 
perfect of the verbs concerned is attested, and as some of the 
verbs occur very frequently, this is hardly accidental. But still 
circumstances are quite extraordinary, as seen in the special 
flexion of the aorists from 8i8co|ji, tOt||jii, ippi. I find no reasons 
to deny that their aorists ê8cokoc, ê3t|Koc, fjKcc are based on strong 
aorists (pl. e'Soijev, eSepev, e!|jev), but the terminations of the 
singular recur in the active perfect of other verbs, e. g. in eott|KC(. 
It is difficult to tell whether the K-element has spread from the 
perfect to the aorist or inversely, but whatever the explanation 
of these special aorists may be, it seems plausible that they could 
hardly exist, if they deviated too much from the original meaning 
of the perfect. It may be assumed, then, that at the time of that 
expansion the aorists in question did not differ in voice from 
the perfect, and I find it probable, too, that transitive verbs of 
motion originally did form also a perfect. In this connection I call 
attention to the fact that the Old Armenian perfect, though gene
tically unrelated to the Greek perfect, has a semantic sphere that 
is completely identical with that of the Homeric perfect, with the 
characteristic exception that transitive verbs of motion (‘donner’, 
‘poser’) are not excluded from forming the perfect.1 We are 
faced with a similar situation in Old Lithuanian: to the group of 
athematic verbs belong ordinary ineffective verbs, but also verbs 
denoting a change of place of the object.1 2

1 S. Lyonnet, Le parfait en arménien classique, Paris 1933, pp. 96 IT.
2 Cf. Chr. S. Stang, “Die athematischen Verba im Baltischen”, Scando-Slavica 

8, 1962, pp. 161 IT.
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(b) Another exception is represented by the very few trans
itive verbs that denote a destruction and take the strong aorist. 
At first sight there seems to be no doubt about the effect of the 
action, and if anything, one would expect the sigmatic aorist to 
lie used in this case. Characteristically, most of the verbal roots 
concerned have both a strong aorist and a sigmatic aorist, without 
any difference in meaning: ETapov/eTpccyov/eTpri^a, gTopov/EToppcra/ 
gTpœcra, ektocv/ektocvov/ekteivoc, eirpaSov/Iuepcra, oÛTocv/oÙTacra; com
pare also cbÄoppv : GOÄEcra. This might indicate that a destructive 
action stands on the very periphery of the sphere of effective 
actions. What causes the vacillation is perhaps simply the negative 
character of the effect of destructive actions.

The meaning of the strong aorists dealt with here does not 
decisively lie outside the semantic sphere of the middle endings. 
We have pÁiTEv/áÁÍTOVTO in the same meaning. Compare also the 
media tantum denoting destructive actions: 8r|ÀÉopcxi, ßiajopca. 
Likewise it may be stated that there is no divergence as to voice 
between the strong aorist and the perfect on this point. In Homer 
we do find active perfects denoting destruction, as shown by 
Chantraine : TrEirApyobs, kekottcos, pEpipKEV, ßsßÄpKEi.1

1 P. Chantraine, Grammaire homérique, Tome II, Syntaxe, Paris 1953, p. 199: 
“Il n’est pas sans intérêt de constater que les parfaits qui ont commencé à prendre 
la valeur résultative sont tirés de racines exprimant l’idée de ‘battre, faire violence’”, 
cf. as for the question of an old active perfect of Tápvco Chantraine, Histoire du 
parfait grec, p. 42. The connection that possibly exists between these Greek perfects 
and o-grade presents meaning ‘schlagen, stechen, graben’ deserves further examin
ation; see Chr. S. Stang, Das slavische und baltische Verbum. Skrifter utgitt av 
Det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi i Oslo, II. Hist-Filos. Klasse, 1942, No. 1, Oslo 
1943, pp. 39 ff.

From the examination of the strong aorist in Greek it follows 
that the relationship between the action and the object plays a 
decisive role for the application of this aorist. It seems obvious 
that the strong aorist is ineffective, i. e. cannot be used where 
the verb unambiguously denotes an effect upon the object (creation 
or change of state). When the effect for one reason or another 
appears less clearly, the strong aorist does occur, but with rather 
a restricted frequency. The voice of the strong aorist shows a 
narrower sphere of use than that of the middle endings and is 
almost identical with that of the Homeric perfect.

Caution should be taken against projecting onto Indo-European 
the definition put forward here. Already the negative character 
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of the defintion invites prudence. In addition, due attention 
should be paid to the specific circumstances under which the 
strong aorist appears in Greek. As long as we have no further 
indications, it is even possible to assume that the strong aorist 
was originally, in Indo-European, neutral as to voice and has 
acquired its ineffective meaning only in Greek after other new 
aorists with an originally marked effective meaning had ousted 
it from their specific semantic sphere. The possibility of a semantic 
assimilation to the perfect must also be allowed for.

The Reduplicated Aorist.

At this point 1 want to add some remarks on the reduplicated 
aorist in Greek. As we know, the reduplicated aorist shows a 
somewhat greater frequency only in Homer, but has already there 
rather a restricted sphere of use: it appears only with a limited 
number of verbs, which are often attested with another aorist 
type as well. We know, too, that the reduplicated aorist is very 
frequently transitive, and in advance one would be prepared to 
believe that the reduplicated aorist would be the aorist formation 
most suitable for rendering the effective meaning, and that we 
should here, perhaps, be concerned with an aorist type contra
distinguished directly from the non-reduplicated strong aorist in 
an opposition of voice. We must admit that the reduplicated aorist 
often occurs precisely in the effective meaning, in cases, such as 
f)Kocyov, éirécppaSov, etc., where the strong aorist could scarcely be 
used, and also in direct opposition to the strong aorist: ÀÉÀocSov: 
eåcgSov, ÀéÀaxov : eXocyov, tétukov : etu/ov, ttettiSov : éiriSó|ir|v. 
We cannot preclude, then, that the reduplicated aorist had pri
mitively a more pronounced effective meaning. But synchronically 
this aorist holds a somewhat different position. The reduplicated 
aorist occurs not only alongside of the sigmatic aorist TréTriSov/EîTEio-a, 
È7TÉ<ppa5ov/Ê(ppacra, etc., but also alternates with the strong aorist, 
and in those cases no change of the object is involved: kékàuov/ 
ekàuov, kékvSov/eku-9ov; it also competes with the aorist in -qv, 
which is pronouncedly intransitive: KEXccpópT|v/Éxápr|V. Among 
the factors conditioning the application (and the survival) of the 
reduplicated aorist one factor is predominant, a factor which 
has no direct connection with the distinction between effective 
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and ineffective verbs: The application of this aorist in the great 
majority of cases presupposes a person, respectively an animate 
being, as object, or at least presupposes that the verb concerned 
frequently appears with a personal object. This object need not 
be an accusative object and may be suppressed if the verb is 
used reflexively. Since alternating with other aorist formations, 
the reduplicated aorist has scarcely been an obligatory means of 
rendering this specific function; also other aorist formations may 
of course appear with a personal object. As particularly interesting 
examples I quote: óttót’ dv ere 8ópoi kekúScoch Kod aùÀf| 3 303, 
kékàuté peu T 86 and elsewhere, tóv y’ eï iroos Ôùvaio Ào/fl crape vos 
ÂeÀapécrSai 8 388. We may also note that the meaning is often 
an abstract one. Further examples from Homer: dÂaÀxov, fjiTacpov, 
évéviTTOv, œpopov, xeyapopriv, fjyayov, ëTrecpvov.

The Sigmatic Aorist.

From a synchronic point of view the sigmatic aorist does not 
exhibit any specific meaning valid for all verbs taking this aorist. 
But in the same manner as the reduplicated aorist, only on a 
much wider front, the sigmatic aorist enters in opposition with 
the strong aorist, being employed where the strong aorist does not 
occur, i. e. where the action is effective. There also exist quite a 
number of direct oppositions between sigmatic and strong aorists 
from the same root, such as eSpevpa : ETpaçov, EiTEiaa £7Ti30pr|v, 
ecpucra : £<puv. Provisionally we have dealt with such oppositions 
already when analyzing the strong aorist; now we want to have 
a closer look at them.

We are accustomed to speak here of oppositions between 
transitive and intransitive actions, but the term is not adequate, 
as it may lead to the belief that it should be possible, in principle, 
to form from any transitive aorist an intransitive one by changing 
the aorist type. From a transitive aorist with active endings we 
cannot, however, if it has an ineffective value, arrive at an in
transitive aorist by changing the aorist type; our texts give no 
evidence for that. On the contrary, we find that a transitive strong 
aorist, provided that its meaning is ineffective, may be opposed 
to a sigmatic aorist, also transitive, but with an effective meaning: 
£ Triera : ettiov, scrruÇa : serruyov. Considering this, some scholars 
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use the term “causative”, which is indeed more appropriate, but 
still quite unsatisfactory. If saying that the sigmatic aorist, when 
opposed to a non-sigmatic aorist, is causative, it may give rise 
to serious misconceptions. First of all, the term “causative” in 
its ordinary sense is used only of direct oppositions between 
formally and semantically related verbs or verb constructions, 
but in Greek a term is needed applicable also outside such direct 
oppositions. Moreover, by using the term “causative” of one 
member of the opposition, the other member is automatically 
placed as the unmarked member; the term “causative” implies 
nothing for the other member, the correlative term “incausative” 
not even being used. In Greek, however, the sigmatic aorist is 
not, at any rate taken synchronically, the marked member of the 
opposition. We note, too, that such oppositions as Goth, satjan : 
sitan or Slav. (po)saditi : sëdëti, normally referred to as opposi
tions of causation, are more complex and might be compared 
more adequately with Gk. scrrr]cra : ëcrrqKa than with e or pera : ecnriv. 
Also otherwise we may state that this term is used of highly 
different relationships. In itself the term “causative” says very 
little, and I think there are good reasons for avoiding it, speaking 
of the opposition between the sigmatic and the strong aorist in 
Greek. I maintain that what we actually have to do with here is 
a semantic contrast between effective and ineffective actions.

What age can we attribute to the oppositions between sigmatic 
and strong aorists from the same root? As we shall see below, we 
may be concerned with an Indo-European principle, as Slavic 
and Baltic show evidence for similar oppositions. The utilization 
of the principle, however, must be considered specifically Greek, 
in the sense that we are scarcely legitimate in attributing an 
Indo-European age to the particular instances of sigmatic aorists 
opposed to strong aorists from the same root.

From a synchronic standpoint we may set up the rule that 
a strong aorist, ineffective in contradistinction to the present ind. 
act., presupposes the existence of a sigmatic aorist in an effective 
meaning (Tpéçco eSpeyct : ETpacpov), but historically the reverse 
seems to be the case, at least in the great majority of cases. The 
sigmatic aorist, and the present associated with it, are likely to 
be more recent than the strong aorist in such direct oppositions. 
Even if the transitivity or voice of a verbal root may vary from 
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one Indo-European language to the other, it seems justifiable, 
on the basis of data from other Indo-European languages, to 
regard roots as *bhewa-  or *stä-  as originally only intransitive 
and, in consequence, to consider eçuctoc and scttt'ictcx secondary as 
compared with è'cpuv and ecttt|V, and this is indeed the view 
commonly accepted. Here, however, arises a question of parti
cular importance. Is it possible to understand the creation of such 
correlative sigmatic aorists in a clearly effective function, if the 
sigmatic aorist was at that time the unmarked member of the 
voice opposition? Perhaps it is, but one may find it more likely 
that the sigmatic aorist originally had a marked meaning and 
appeared in an effective meaning only; such a situation would 
be more favourable for the productive derivation of sigmatic 
aorists in that meaning. I suggest, however, another explanation, 
which I find more plausible: We may assume that the sigmatic 
aorist in the correlations under examination has replaced the 
reduplicated aorist and that this aorist originally had a clear-cut 
effective meaning; compare êirEio-a/'n-éiriSov : EiriSoppv (and the 
reduplicated aorist as the aorist of causatives in Sanskrit).

The Aorist in -qv.

The e-aorist is semantically closely related to the strong aorist; 
this fact is not surprising, for the e-aorist, as we know, has arisen 
precisely from the strong aorist of the so-called disyllabic roots. 
The reason why we have not dealt with it as a strong aorist is 
that its semantic sphere in Greek is somewhat displaced in 
relation to that of the strong aorist. It is more exclusively in
transitive, the only transitive form being the ineffective ÉSáqv. The 
aorist in -qv presupposes that the verb concerned also has a 
sigmatic aorist, which is always effective; the only exceptions are 
eyápqv and éppúqv, which might be accounted for as genuine 
strong aorists, their roots being obviously disyllabic. The passive 
value, with which this aorist often appears, in a sense is only 
a shade of the ineffective meaning, but must be recorded as a 
distinctive trait, as the strong aorist does not show a passive value 
as opposed to a sigmatic aorist from the same verb. The passive 
meaning, as we know, is rather seldom attested in Homer, and 
it is worth noting that when in Homer the verb is also attested 

Hist.Filos.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 43, no. 4. 2 
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with an active perfect differing in voice from the present ind. act., 
the aorist in -pv follows the active perfect in voice, being like this 
intransitive but not passive; in such cases the aorist in -pv takes 
the same position as a strong aorist: Trpyvuiai êirpÇa : Érráypv 
TTEirpya, cj-piræ Êcrrypa : éoairpv crécrpTra, TpxcoeTp^a : ÉTÓKpv TÉTpxa, 
Tpécpcù ISpeya : èTpàcppv TÉTpocpcx, cpSeipco scpSeipcx : ê<pSàppv êcpSopa 
et al.

The meaning of the Greek ë-aorist, comprising only intransitive, 
inclusively passive, applications, may be considered more “mod
ern” than that of the strong aorist, and the opposition between 
the s-aorist and the ë-aorist in so far is an opposition of transivity. 
Yet, it deserves to be emphasized that the derivation of ë-aorists 
from transitive s-aorists is confined to verbs whose present ind. act. 
and sigmatic aorist arc at the same time transitive and effective. 
From ineffective meanings, such as ‘find’, ‘see’, etc., one cannot 
arrive at intransitive meanings by forming an ë-aorist (the in
stance Àiirev in Homer is obscure).

The exclusively intransitive and passive function of the ë- 
aorist in Greek is presumably a Greek innovation. The ë-for- 
mations in other Indo-European languages with which the Greek 
ë-aorist is conventionally compared, are, it is true, mostly in
transitive, but may also show a transitive value, provided that 
the verb is at the same time ineffective; the typical example is 
Lal. habeo, Slav, imëti, Balt, turëti.

The account given above is not, of course, to be considered 
an exhaustive account of the voice phenomena in Greek. We 
have confined ourselves to the oppositions of voice between 
certain preterites with a view to the existence of similar oppositions 
in Slavic and Baltic.

2. Slavic
We shall now deal with the question whether the strong aorist 

and the sigmatic aorist have been differentiated as to voice also 
in Slavic. Other Slavic preterite formations (the imperfect) will 
be discussed later, in connection with the examination of the 
Baltic material.
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The Root Aorist.

Owing to the generalization of the sigmatic aorist, it is difficult 
to trace the root aorist in Slavic. Stang, however, has suggested 
seeing a continuation of the root aorist in the Old Church Slavonic 
aorists ending in lhe 2. and 3. sg. in -tb,1 an assumption that has 
been generally accepted. It may be difficult to explain the strange 
ending -Zz>, but this can hardly influence Stang’s determination. 
Other aorists, without this ending in the 2. and 3. sg., are am
biguous; thus it seems obvious that 2-3 sg. aor. sta intr. ‘took a 
stand’ must continue a root aorist (compare Ok. écn-q in a similar 
meaning, Skt. dsthat), but taken purely phonically, it might re
present a sigmatic aorist as well. For this reason we must center 
our attention on the verbs the aorist of which ends in the 2. and
3. sg. in -/&.

Although the aorist in -/& is attested with a rather scanty 
number of verbs only, I do not preclude that it has been pro
ductive to some extent, and has been used beyond its original 
sphere of application. As far as 2-3 sg. aor. pëtb, zitb, bystb, 
dastb, and jastb (to the presents pojo, zivo, bçdç, damb, and jamb) 
are concerned, I think we must acknowledge these forms without 
discussion; they are attested in isolated archaic paradigms. In 
the same way we may acknowledge 2-3 sg. aor. pitb and vitb 
(pres, pijo, uijo) as old root aorists, since we have other roots 
in -z- that do not take the ending -tb in the aorist: 2-3 sg. aor. 
bi, pres. bijo. Bui when it is established as a rule that all the 
verbs of the types jçti imp and mrëti mbrç have an aorist in -tb, 
circumspection is needed; in Ihis case we may be concerned with 
a generalization on a purely phonic basis; in addition the rule 
is somewhat illusory, as some of the verbs pertaining to these 
types are not attested in the 2. and 3. sg. aorist in our oldest texts, 
and we must also pay due attention to the fact that besides 
prostrëtb also prostré is convincingly documented in relevant texts.

The flexion of the verbs having an aorist in -tb in Old Church 
Slavonic also shows other pecularities : the past participle passive 
in -tb, and a particular pattern of accentuation. We might ask, 
then, whether we should not succeed, by thoroughly examining 
these accessory phenomena, in encircling those aorists in -tb which

1 Stang, 'Verbum, p. 65.
2*  
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do not result from phonic generalizations and may be assumed 
to be inherited root aorists. Thus, for example, corresponding to 
Old Church Slavonic aorists in -7z>, we usually find end-stress in 
the feminine gender of the /-participle in Russian: OCS fz7z>, 
Russ, zilá, bystb byld, dastb dald, pitb pilá, vi tb vild (but OCS bi, 
Russ. bila). And examining the applicability of this correspondence 
to the verbs of the types jçti imp and mrëti mbro, it turns out that 
the rule, tentatively set up, that these verbs originally always had 
an aorist in -tb, is not confirmed by the accentuation of the 
/-participle in Russian. We have, it is true, jçtb in accord with 
vz'ald, klçt'b in accord with kl'ald, and also zacçtb in accordance 
with zacald. However, pçtb does not agree with the stress in Russ. 
rasp'dla, and in addition we find root-stressed /-participles 
(pokin'dla (pres, mnu) and (po^zdla (pres, rniu), where the 
corresponding aorists are not attested in Old Church Slavonic. 
In the same wav mrëtb agrees with the end-stressed /-participle 
in Russian: ninerld. Rut corresponding to prostrëtb/prostrë, we 
have in Russian prostërla, always with root-stress. The /-participle 
from perét' shows end-stress, when the meaning is ‘shut’, re
spectively ‘open’: zaperld, otperld’, but in the meaning ‘press’, 
perét' has unvariably root-stress in the /-participle: (pod)përla-, 
compare also Russ. dial, zauérla. A closer look al these verbs 
reveals that those having “exceptionally” root-stress in the 
feminine gender of the Russian /-participle, pçti ‘stretch’, met i 
‘rub’, zçti (zbinp) ‘squeeze’, strëti ‘spread’, prëti ‘press’, all denote 
a modification of the object; they pertain to a narrower group of 
transitive verbs, the effective verbs, as we have defined that term 
when explaining the Greek aorists. If the state of affairs should 
be analogous to that found in Greek—and so far we have no 
reasons to expect anything else—we must assume that these 
effective verbs took the sigmatic aorist in Proto-Slavic rather than 
the root aorist; in all likelihood they had not, originally, any 
2-3 sg. aor. in -tb, and consequently we shall not even expect 
any end-stress in the feminine gender of the /-participle.

The guaranteed root aorists should then show affinity with the 
ineffective meaning. Since there is no sharp border-line between 
the effective and the ineffective meaning, we might be in doubt 
in isolated cases; viti in my view most likely belongs to the 
effective verbs, the meaning being ‘wind, wrap’. Rut otherwise 
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the ineffective meaning appears clearly. Some of the verbs are 
simply intransitive: ziti ‘live’, mreti ‘die’, byti ‘be’, -nrèti ‘plunge’, 
all with convincingly documented aorists in -t'b. gniti ‘rot’ may 
be added, on account of guild in Russian, and furthermore plyti 
‘float’, slyti ‘be known’ (OCS pluti plovp, sluti slovo must be 
considered secondary as compared with ORuss. plyti ploim, slyti 
slovu) on the basis of Russ, plylá, slyld. The remainder of the 
verbs with guaranteed root aorists are transitive, but do no 
involve any real change of the object: jçti ‘take’, dati ‘give’, 
klçti ‘curse’, pëti ‘sing’, -cçti ‘begin’. As for jasti ‘eat’, piti ‘drink’, 
zrèti ‘swallow’, a change of the object is involved, but the object 
does not lie distinctly outside the subject; the process takes place 
in the subject itself. All these verbs with guaranteed root aorists 
are ineffective. We are concerned with a small group of verbs 
only, but what we have found is confirmed by the fact that Greek 
verbs of a similar meaning take the strong aorist, or a middle 
future at least.

The opposition of stress zaperld : upërla is interesting; zaperét' 
‘shut’ does not denote any real influence upon the object, and 
zaperld may indicate the original existence of a root aorist, but 
what we are dealing with here is probably nothing but a very 
recent shift of meaning, the original meaning of the verb having 
been, to all appearance, ‘exert a pressure against, barricade’. 
However, we have another opposition of stress, that between 
byld and zabyla, which beyond all doubt is old, as a corresponding 
opposition is attested in Old Church Slavonic in the 2. and 3. sg. 
aorist: byst~<> : zaby. This opposition has by Slang been suggested 
to reflect an old opposition between root aorist and sigmatic 
aorist,1 an explanation I find completely convincing. This op
position seems to be comparable to Gk. ecpuv : ecpucra, not only 
formally, but also semantically. We might object one thing, of 
course: zabyti is transitive, but the meaning ‘forget’ is as in
effective as it can be. Apparently, however, we shall not give 
too much weight to the special meaning of the prefixed verb, 
as it would be an entirely unique phenomenon that the prefixation 
of a verb should affect its flexion. I find it most appropriate to 
assume the existence of an aorist *by  going back to a sigmatic 
aorist and having an effective (or at any rate transitive) meaning

1 Stang, Verbum, p. 72.
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in contradistinction to bystb ‘factus est’, and from this transitive 
*by, which, in competition with the causative baviti, did not 
hold its ground, zaby may have arisen by prefixation; compare 
Czech vybaviti si (v pamëti) ‘recall (to one’s mind)’. In the 
present there is no differentiation apart from the prefix: zabodp 
as bodp. Perhaps there originally also existed a different flexion 
in the present; in this connection it must be borne in mind that 
Slavic does not, in historical time, distinguish between active 
and middle endings, but also other possibilities of an original 
distinction between present forms may be allowed for. At any 
rate I find the correspondence between Gk. êcpucra : etpuv and 
Slav, -by : bystb guaranteed. Machek gives a different explanation.1

In a previous article2 I have suggested the identity between the 
Slavic endings -/<&, -stb, and the Hittite endings -ta, -sta in the
2. and 3. sg. preterite from the fiz-verbs. The same has been 
suggested by V. N. Toporov.3 But this identification of course does 
not settle definitively the questions that have been put forward 
as to the provenance of the ending -tb in the 2. and 3. sg. aorist 
in Slavic (or of the corresponding Hittite endings). If the con
siderations we have developed above are correct, the ending in 
view is most likely a middle ending, and it is noteworthy that 
previous scholars, without being aware of the middle character 
of the verbs concerned, have operated precisely with middle 
endings to explain the ending -tb in the 2. and 3. sg. aorist and 
suggested a connection with the ending of the 2. sg. perfect4 or 
with the secondary middle ending of the 3. sg.5

The above interpretation of the root aorist is based on the 
assumption that it may have been generalized, in Old Church 
Slavonic, to all verbs of the types jçti imp and rnreti mbrp. I 
want to remark that the criterion I have utilized in order to screen 
out some of the aorists in -tb as generalized is not, perhaps, quite 
conclusive, as we find discrepancy, also elsewhere, between the 
Old Church Slavonic aorist and the stress in the feminine gender 
of the /-participle in Russian. Despite 2-3 sg. aor. jastb, pètb, we

1 V. Machek, Etymolog icky slovník jazyka éeského a slovenského, Prague 1957, 
sub zabyti sé.

2 “Die e/o-Verba im Slavischen”, Scando-Slavica 1, 1961, p. 284.
3 V. N. Toporov, “K voprosu ob èvoljucii slavjanskogo i baltijskogo glagola”, 

Voprosy slavjanskogo jazykoznanija 5, 1961, p. 69.
4 Stang, Verbum, p. 222.
5 R. Nahtigal, Slovanski jeziki I2, Ljubljana 1952, p. 91, 97. 
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have in Russian éla, péla with root-stress, and conversely li 
(liti ‘pour’) does not agree with Russ, Hid (Serbo-Croatian shows 
root-stress Illa, but end-stress is attested in the dialect of Dubrov
nik, and also in Slovenian; the application of the verb in the 
intransitive meaning ‘pour, rain’ is probably irrelevant in this 
connection). The accentuation of older Russian texts unfortunately 
has not been examined to a desirable extent, but L. L. Vasil’jev 
gives the stress rasp'ala.1

1 L. L. Vasil’jev, “Zametka ob akcentovke nesklonjaemogo priéastija na -z>”, 
Zurnal Ministerstva narodnogo prosveScenija 360,8 = 1905, avgust, p. 465.

2 From recent years’ investigations of the Slavic aorist in -tb I want to cite 
C. Watkins, “Transitive and intransitive in the Celtic preterite passive, Slavic 
root aorist, and Germanic weak preterite”, Ériu 19, 1962, pp. 25if. (connects the 
aorist in -tb with the IE ío-participle), V. A. Dybo, “O drevnejsej metatonii v 
slavjanskom glagole”, Voprosy jazykoznanija 1958, No. 6, pp. 55ft., id., “Udarenie 
slavjanskogo glagola i formy staroslavjanskogo aorista”, Kratkie soobSëenija 
Instituía slavjanovedenija 30, 1961, pp. 33if., id., “Sokraáéenie dolgot v kel’to- 
italijskich jazykach i ego znaóenie dija balto-slavjanskoj i indoevropejskoj ak- 
centologii”, Voprosy slavjanskogo jazykoznanija 5, 1961, pp. 9fl., id., “O rekon- 
strukcii udarenija v praslavjanskom glagole”, Voprosy slavjanskogo jazykoznanija 
6, 1962, pp. 3ff. (on accentuation), R. Aizetmüller, “Über Präfixe bei nicht
durativen Verben vom Typus mrëti”, Zeitschrift für slavische Philologie 30, 1962, 
pp. 310ff. (considers the verbs of the types mrëti rnbrg, jçti imp non-durative).

3 Stang, Verbum, p. 63.
4 Scando-Slavica 7, p. 269.

I expressly call attention to the fact that the root aorist in -/?> 
cannot be a main argument of our thesis that the strong aorist 
was a formation having in itself an ineffective meaning, as this 
meaning might be said to be expressed already by the ending, 
if -lb represents a middle ending.1 2

The e/o-Aorist.

According to Stang, the verbs with the thematic aorist have 
“eine relative klare Gebrauchssphäre: die medial-intransitive und 
perfektive (bzw. determinative)”.3 In an earlier study4 I followed 
Stang in this determination, but I left the middle meaning out of 
account, finding it possible to define the Slavic e/o-aorist as the 
aorist of intransitive and (or) terminative verbs. To operate with 
a middle meaning appeared to me to be a superfluous complica
tion and still appears to me to be so, as far as only a description 
of the Slavic state of affairs is concerned. In what precedes, 
however, I have pointed out that the Greek strong aorist, including 
the e/o-aorist, is not always intransitive, but still, even in a 
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transitive function, to a very great extent is middle and that it 
follows the Homeric perfect in being ineffective. So it would be 
desirable to examine to what extent the verbs taking the e/o- 
aorist in Slavic are middle, respectively ineffective.

Leaving out for a moment the verbs with the infinitive in 
-npti, we may state that the verbs which in Slavic take the e/o- 
aorist are really ineffective, idd, jad'd, legd, sëdd, lezd, padd are the 
aorists of intransitive verbs (the respective present forms are: 
ido ‘go’ and jadp ‘go, ride’ with a dental enlargement lacking in 
the infinitive iti, jachati; lçgç> ‘lie down’ and sçdç> ‘sit down’ with 
nasal infix; lezp ‘creep’, pado ‘fall’), -rësti with a nasal infix in 
the je/o-present -rçstç, aor. -retd, probably, as a simplex, has been 
an intransitive verb of motion;1 the prefixed verb is transitive but 
still ineffective: obrèsti ‘find’, priobrësti ‘win, gain’, sdrësti ‘meet’. 
mosti, pres, mogp, aor. mogd ‘be able’ is ineffective, whether 
considered transitive or not. vresti vrdgp vrdgd ‘throw’ and krasti 
kradp kradd ‘steal’ are transitive, but do not involve any change 
of the object (compare krasti with dati ‘give’ and jçti ‘take’, 
cited above for their root aorists). The meaning is throughout 
ineffective, and the corresponding Greek verbs have the strong 
aorist or, in any case, a middle future.

The verbs with the infinitive in -noti, in their turn, are always, 
as far as consonantal roots are concerned, capable of appearing 
with the e/o-aorist, and this aorist is also the one most frequently 
met with. The vocalic roots, as we know, maintain the nasal 
element in the aorist, and in the past participles; the consonantal 
roots may also maintain the nasal element throughout the flexion. 
From an Indo-European point of view the nasal element, a present 
formant, has nothing to do in the aorist, nor in the infinitive. The 
aorist in -npchd must be an innovation, but on lhe other hand 
it is questionable whether it always takes the place of an earlier 
strong aorist, a fact which to some degree complicates our problem.

I find it expedient, at this point of our examination, to take 
a look at the role played by the nasal elements in the present. 
It is indisputable that originally we had only one nasal element 
-n- (conventionally referred to as an infix; according to Benveniste 
to be regarded as an “élargissement” inserted between root and

1 A. Vaillant, "L’imparfait slave et les prétérits en -ê- et en -â-”, Bulletin de 
la Société de linguistique 40, 1938, p. 25.
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suffix).1 And corresponding to this unity of form we might assume 
the existence of one general meaning, say the terminative. As far 
as the individual languages are concerned, we must, however, 
operate with different nasal suffixes such as -nä-, -neu-, as well 
as a nasal infix, and this differentiation may reflect a late Indo- 
European development. As to voice the different nasal formants 
seem to me to have taken up a different position. Kronasser treats 
the various nasal formations as equivalent and assumes that they 
have originally been transitive throughout the Indo-European 
area,1 2 but this theory does not apply to the languages dealt with 
here, Greek, Slavic, and Baltic. In Greek the verbs in -vupi and 
-vr||Ji rather manifestly tend to be transitive, and their aorist is 
regularly sigmatic, e. g. Kepávvupi/KÍpvr|pi éKÉpccoa. The verbs in 
-voo and -àvœ, in their turn, show an equally pronounced tendency 
to appear in an intransitive function, or ineffective meaning at 
least, e. g. Ôùvco/bùopai è'Suv : Súco eôuctcx, Tuy/ávco êtu/ov : teú/co 
êteu^cx, Äapßavco/Äa^onai eÄaßov, Épuyyávcü/ÉpEÚyoiaai ppuyov.

1 E. Benveniste, Origines de la formation des noms en indo-européen I, Paris 
1935, p. 159 ft.

2 H. Kronasser, Die Nasalpräsentia und Kretschmers objektive Konjugation im 
Indogermanischen, Sitzungsberichte der österr. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Phil.-hist. Kl. 235,2, Vienna 1960.

In Slavic the verbs with a nasal infix are ineffective (see above), 
whereas the ne/o-present apparently represents a fusion of differ
ent nasal formations. Verbs with the neu-suffix may have played 
a role here, as suggested by the past participle passive in -nov-enh. 
I find it probable that it is the same suffix -non- which, in the form 

appears in the other past participles, in the aorist and in 
the infinitive, being generalized from presents with this suffix. 
In Slavic, exactly as in Greek and other Indo-European languages, 
this suffix probably was characteristic of transitive verbs. The fact 
that it occurs in a passive participle suggests transitiveness, and 
the consonantal roots more constantly appearing with -nov-/-nç>- 
in the aorist and the past participles, drbznçti ‘venture’ (past part, 
pass, dr'bznovenaja'), kosnçti ‘touch’ (past part. pass, neprikosno- 
veny), sëknoti ‘hew’, are in so far transitive, but—note—also 
perfective. The vocalic roots, which with the exception of stati 
stany ‘take a stand’ obligatorily maintain the nasal element in 
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the past participles and the aorist, are likewise first of all per
fective. Stang, too, stresses the perfective value of the verbs with 
a nasal element throughout the flexion.1 Nasal verbs, such as 
sëknoti ‘hew’, gryznpti ‘bite’, tlbknoti ‘strike’, arisen as perfectiv- 
izations from imperfective verbs with e/o-present and sigmatic 
aorist (sëkp sëchb) and conveying specially the single, non
iterated action consistently retain the nasalization throughout the 
flexion; without the nasal element in the past participles and the 
aorist it would not have been possible, in those forms, to disting
uish them from the corresponding imperfective verbs. These nasal 
verbs are, like their imperfective counterparts, transitive (and 
effective), but it is highly questionable whether they have had 
any e/o-aorist; their aorist (seknpchb) appears to have been derived 
from the sigmatic aorist (sec/ia) by simply suffixing -np- to the 
root. A similar state of affairs is represented by a few other 
effective nasal verbs: t'bknpti pf. ‘thrust’ from tbkati tbkp, and 
gbnpti pf. ‘bend’, apparently formed on the basis of gbbati 
(sbgbbalb), whose present fails to be attested and whose aorist 
was scarcely an e/o-aorist; in these verbs, however, the nasal 
element was not compulsory in the past participles and the aorist, 
as the forms were still distinguishable from the corresponding 
forms of the primary verbs having the suffix -a-, and we do find 
in the aorist potbko alongside with potbknpsç. The verbs cited 
here, sëknpti, gryznpti, tlbknpti, t'bknpti, and gbnpti, seem, besides 
trbgnpti ‘tear’ (see below), to be the only Old Church Slavonic 
nasal verbs showing a more pronounced effective meaning, but 
they are to be considered recent.

1 Stang, Verbum, p. 56.

On the other hand, we find that the intransitive nasal verbs 
denoting a change of state do not maintain the nasal element in 
the aorist and the past participles, as far as the verbs with a nasal 
infix (Içgp, sçdp) and stanp are concerned, respectively are not 
attested or, less frequently, occur with this formant in the aorist 
and the past participles, as far as the consonantal roots with 
ne/o-present are concerned. In the latter group we have to do 
with quite a few verbs, vyknpti ‘get used to’, gybnpti ‘perish’, 
sbchnpti ‘get dry’, gasnpti ‘cease to burn’, zçbnoti ‘sprout’, etc., 
and as a rule they are imperfective. These verbs, or at any rate 
the majority of them, originally, as has been convincingly de- 
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monstrated by Tedesco, took the /e/o-present, and the replacement 
of the je/o-present with the ne/o-present may be followed in Old 
Church Slavonic itself.1 Consequently aorists with -ng- are very 
recent and do not, in this case, indicate an originally sigmatic 
aorist; we may conclude that the e/o-aorist, the most frequently 
attested aorist, is also the original aorist. This agrees with the 
intransitive function of the verbs in question.

We have also a few transitive verbs with a consonantal root 
and ne/o-present that more constantly occur without nasal en
largement in the aorist and the past participles. If the less frequent 
appearance of the nasal enlargement in those forms is to be 
considered to indicate that the e/o-aorist was the original aorist, 
they, too, must be expected to show an ineffective meaning. 
stigngti pf. ‘attain’ is pronouncedly ineffective, but dvigngti pf. 
‘raise’ ami tçgngti ‘pull’ do not involve any modification of the 
object either, denoting only a change of place, tçgnpii is imper- 
fective, and the combination of transitive and imperfective value 
is suspicious; the verb, however, also appears in an intransitive 
application ‘be heavy’, and this might be the primary meaning; 
compare ON pungr ‘heavy’. To be sure, trbgnpti pf. ‘tear’ is an 
effective verb, but may be accounted for on a phonic basis: 
all the roots mentioned end in -g-.

The fact that some consonantal roots retain the nasal element 
in the aorist and the past participles, and others do not, should 
not, indeed, be considered decisive; these forms in my view are 
in themselves perfective, and the suffixation of -np- to convey 
the perfective aspect ought to be superfluous, apart from such 
cases as sèknoti, in which the verb indicates more specially the 
single, non-iterated action. Which of the forms is used, the short 
or the long one, often seems to be a matter of chance. It may 
be added that kosngti ‘touch’ and dr7>znoti ‘venture’, even though 
they frequently show the suffix -np- in the forms in question, 
do not indicate a modification of the object. In the same way 
rygngti ‘belch’ is ineffective. In these cases the e/o-aorist may be 
considered old; compare Gk. épuyyávoo ripuyov.

All these reflections lead us to the conclusion that the e/o- 
aorist was ineffective to the same extent as the Greek e/o-aorist,

1 P. Tedesco, “Slavic ne-Presents from Older Je-Presents”, Language 24, 1948, 
pp. 346 if. 
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and as a verb in Slavic has in principle only one aorist, this 
determination is valid also for the verb as a whole, when it takes 
the e/o-aorist. The verbs concerned have usually a nasal present. 
The nasal verbs are, roughly, ineffective, but certain, apparently 
very recent perfectivizations, sèknoti, gryzngti, thknyti, girngti, 
are effective; their aorist seems to have been an aorist in -npc/i7> 
from the very beginning; these perfectivizations in all likelihood 
originate from effective nezz-verbs, with extension of the suffix 
to the aorist; primitively they had scarcely any connection with 
the e/o-aorist, being associated more likely with the sigmatic 
aorist.

As the Greek e/o-aorist is rather often associated with presents 
in -vw, -ávw, which also in general show a pronounced tendency 
to appear with an ineffective value, I am inclined to believe that 
the Slavic ne/o-present is to be compared with precisely those 
nasal formations in Greek, plausibly closely related also from a 
phonic point of view. Stang assumes that the verbs with an ne/o- 
present and short forms in the aorist go back to verbs with the 
no-present, and refers to the Germanic intransitive nasal for
mations.1 In Germanic, however, the nö-suffix appears to have 
been generalized to the detriment of other nasal suffixes. We 
cannot trace the Germanic development in details, but judging 
from the languages exhibiting also other nasal suffixes, the no
element was not primitively associated with an intransitive or 
middle value.

1 Stang, Verbum, pp. 58f.
2 Scando-Slavica p. 266, 271.

The Sigmatic Aorist.

The sigmatic aorist has been generalized to a very high degree, 
in Slavic just as in Greek, and in the historically documented 
period it shows no specific meaning in addition to the aoristic 
aspect. As consonantal roots may occur in Old Church Slavonic 
both with the sigmatic aorist and the e/o-aorist, to the effect that 
some of them have the sigmatic aorist and others the e/o-aorist 
(a vacillation between the two types of aorists is extremely rare), 
an analysis of the sigmatic aorists from consonantal roots may 
reveal the original semantic sphere of this aorist. As I have 
pointed out previously,1 2 consonantal roots taking the e/o-flexion
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in the present and sigmatic forms in the aorist (apart from the
2. and 3. sg. aorist, which has the e/o-flexion and root-stress 
as the present) are, with very few exceptions, transitive. My 
material comprises the verbs with documented sigmatic aorists 
and the verbs that in Serbo-Croatian have the corresponding 
root-stressed e/o-form in the 2. and 3. sg. aorist. The exceptions 
are grçsti ‘go’ (S-Cr. 2-3 sg. aor. g rede), which was originally 
defective and did not form any aorist, rasti ‘grow’ (S-Cr. râste), 
probably an old si-verb (compare the Baltic si-presents), and 
testi ‘run’ (OCS tëchb) and cvisti ‘bloom’ (OCS cz?zsz>), which to 
all appearance had originally an e-aorist (compare Lilli, tekëti 
tekù, Russ, bezát' begú, Latv. kvitêt kvitii, Upper Sorbian kcëc, 
and OCzech ktuieti as infinitive from the e/o-present). The ex
ceptions can, then, be accounted for as recent innovations.

Otherwise the verbs concerned are transitive. A closer look at 
the meanings manifested by them reveals that they are nearly all 
at the same time effective, in the sense we have assigned to this 
term in our analysis of the Greek aorists. First of all I list the 
verbs denoting a manufacturing, such verbs being incapable of 
forming the e/o-aorist in Greek: skubo ‘pluck’, pekp ‘bake’, mlbzp 
‘milk’, prçdp ‘spin’, vçzp ‘tie, wreathe, knit’, pletp ‘plait’, vrbchp 
‘thrash’, and dlbbo ‘chisel’. The following verbs may also be said 
to indicate a processing of the object: gryzp ‘gnaw’, bodo ‘pierce’, 
strigp ‘shear’, grebo ‘dig’, sëkp ‘hew’, zego ‘burn’, zçbp ‘tear’, 
tlbkp ‘beat’, tepo ‘beat’, gnetp ‘press’, /fLo ‘bend’, zzrs-p ‘tie’, 
metp ‘sweep’. Likewise mçtp ‘confuse’ involves an influence on 
the object, even if the influence need not be intended, and Içgp 
‘hatch’ denotes an action with consequences for the state of the 
object. Others of the verbs in view denote only a change of place: 
trçsp ‘shake’, kladp ‘put’, nesp ‘carry’, vedp ‘lead’, vlekp ‘drag’, 
crbpo ‘draw (water)’, uezp ‘convey’. As to paso ‘pasture’ and 
bljudp ‘watch’, they have their place in the very periphery of the 
effective verbs, as we can here at most speak of an occasional 
intervention,—not to mention cbtp ‘read, count’ and rekp pf. ‘say’, 
which I find directly ineffective. However, in the main the verbs 
are effective, and it may be assumed that the transitive group in 
question has arisen from a group of effective verbs. We notice 
that the distribution of the sigmatic aorist in Slavic may suggest 
that the sigmatic aorist was once the marked member of a voice 
opposition.
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Direct oppositions between sigmatic and e/o-aorists from the 
same root may be found in Slavic, but not to the same extent 
as in Greek. First of all we must mention the opposition bljusb : 
(y’bz')bbd'b ‘watched’:‘got awake’ with a parallel opposition in 
Greek: iroúoas ‘wer Kunde gegeben hat’ Malla Coll. 5100,3,1 as 
against siruSópriv. Since there are no specific middle endings in 
Slavic, the intransitive present is acquired, as occasionally also 
in Greek, by nasalization (Súvcc beside Súopai as the present to 
eSuv versus Súco eSuoa, Tuy/ávco etu/ov : teú/co êteuÇcx, cf. ttuv- 
Sávo¡jai/TTEÚSo|jai ÉTruSónqv : tteúSgo Troueras), and the opposition 
appears in the present as bljudo : -btnp. The opposition is guaran
teed also in i)fsb : pres. vçzp tr. ‘tie’ : vçznç intr. ‘catch’, and

1 E. Fraenkel, “Zur eu-Erweiterung indogermanischer Wurzeln”, Mélanges 
Émile Boisacq 1 = Annuaire de VInstitut de philologie et d’histoire orientales et slaves 
5, 1937, p. 370.

2 A. Vaillant, Manuel du vieux slave 1, Paris 1948, p. 279.
3 See A. Leskien, Der Ablaut der Wurzelsilben im Litauischen, Abhandlungen 

d. philol.-hist. CI. d. Königl. Sächs. Ges. d. Wiss. 9,4, Leipzig 1884, p. 409.
4 J. Endzelin, “Zum lettischen Präteritum”, Zeitschrift für vergleichende 

Sprachforschung ( = KZ) 43, 1910, p. 34.

most likely we have to do with a similar opposition of voice in 
Içchb : b¿kb, pres, If kp tr. ‘bend’ : Içknp (sg) ‘shrink back’, and 
in zçbo tr. ‘tear, break up’ : zçbnp ‘sprout’, even if the semantic 
contiguity is less striking here. Finally we may assume the 
existence of an opposition -nisb : -nbzb, -nbzb being attested in 
intransitive application as against -nbzp/-nbznp tr. ‘penetrate’.1 2

3. Baltic
It has long been recognized that transitivity plays an important 

part in the Baltic conjugation. Already Bielenstein and Leskien 
saw and utilized this in treating the Latvian and Lithuanian verb.3 
Their description of the verbal system was somewhat brief and 
summary owing to a restricted scope. Their aim was only that 
of classifying the verbs, and the present form was their point of 
departure. As the formation of the preterite is to a large extent 
dependent on the form of the present stem, the voice of the 
preterite stems had in the main, by this classification, been de
fined, too. Endzelin, however, was the first to state explicitly that 
also the preterite was differentiated according to transitivity.4 The 
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different flexion of transitive and intransitive verbs furthermore 
became the leitmotif of Slang’s thorough examination of the 
Baltic verb1 and has been subject to a continued discussion in 
recent research.1 2

1 Chr. S. Stang, Das slavische und baltische Verbum, Oslo 1943.
2 P. Arumaa, “Von der Eigenart des Ablauts und der Diathese im Baltischen”, 

Zeitschrift für slavische Philologie 26, 1957, pp. 118 ff., Chr. S. Stang, “Die athe- 
matischen Verba im Baltischen”, S cando-Slavica 8, 1962, pp. 161 ff. In his Ver
gleichende Grammatik der Baltischen Sprachen, Oslo 1966, Stang has changed his 
view on some points; I have not been able to benefit from that book, but some of 
Stang’s new thoughts concerning the preterites have been known to me from 
correspondence and oral communications. See also W. P. Schmied, “Baltische Bei
träge”, IF 71, 1966, pp. 286 ff., and 72, 1967, pp. 116 ff.

3 Cf. Fr. Kurschat, Grammatik der Litauischen Sprache, Halle 1876, § 1077, 
A. Vaillant, Bulletin de la Société de linguistique 42, Comptes rendus, pp. 156f., 
W. R. Schmalstieg, “Baltic ei and Depalatalization”, Lingua 9, 1960, pp. 265-266.

In Baltic we very often find a contradistinction between two 
related verbs, one of which has the ë-preterile and the other the 
«-preterite. As a rule we are then concerned with an opposition 
of transitivity, so that the verb with the ë-preterite is transitive, 
the verb with the «-preterite intransitive. In the present the 
opposition regularly manifests itself as a contrast between je/o- 
present (transitive) and a nasal or si-present (intransitive). 
Examples: baudziù baudziañ tr. ‘chastise’ : bundii budau inlr. 
‘awake’, lenkiii lenkiau tr. : linkslù linkem intr. ‘bend’.

Some scholars regard the e-preterite as a special form of the 
«-preterite. On the basis of the association between the e-preterite 
and the je/o-present, the advocates of this view assume that the 
present formant -j- has penetrated into the preterite and caused 
a change -jâ- > -ë-.3 I find it highly improbable that exactly this 
present formant, and no others, should spread to the preterite, 
where in principle the present formants have nothing to do, and 
in addition it would be difficult to account for the ë-preterites 
from e/o-presents, such as uedziaü from vedù. I therefore follow 
Endzelin and Stang in assuming that the ë-preterite and the 
«-preterite represent two genetically disparate preterite formations.

On the semantic level the Baltic opposition of transitivity 
between two preterites from the same root bears resemblance to 
the opposition of voice we have found in Greek and Slavic 
between the sigmatic and the strong aorist. From a formal point of 
view, however, there seems to be no conformity between the 
Baltic and the Greek data, nor between the Baltic and the Slavic 
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ones, otherwise so often related: Lith. baudziii Je/o-present, Slav. 
bljudp e/o-present; baiidziaü ë-preterite, bljus^ sigmatic aorist; 
biindii present with nasal infix, -b^ng present with nasal suffix; 
budañ «-preterite, -bbdb e/o-aorist.

It might be assumed that the Baltic oppositions of transitivity 
had arisen without any genetic connection with the corresponding 
Slavic phenomena, either entirely independently or as the result 
of a merely structural influence from Slavic. But the question of 
a genetic connection ought to be examined more closely. As long 
as also Slavic shows a je/o-present, a present with a nasal infix, 
an ë- and «-preterite, it is necessary to examine to what extent 
there is a functional agreement between those formants in Baltic 
and Slavic. Only such a comparison can provide us with more 
cogent arguments to settle lhe question whether the Baltic di
stinction may date back to a distinction between the sigmatic 
and the strong aorist. As we have no direct attestation of these 
aorists in Baltic,1 it goes without saying that what we shall be able 
to present as a solution will be only a more or less probable, 
tentative hypothesis.

The â-Pr et erite.

Examining the possibility of a genetic connection between the 
oppositions of transitivity in Slavic and Baltic, we have a fairly 
firm point of departure in the nasal present. In Baltic the nasal 
element is infixed, but nasal infixes are found in Slavic, too, and 
in the same function as the nasal suffix, ordinarily met with in 
Slavic. Içgç ‘lie down’ and sçdç> ‘sit down’ do not differ in voice 
from Ibiio ‘cling’, -bbiio ‘awake’, vçznç> ‘stick’, etc., see pp. 24 if. 
Consequently the question of infixation or suffixation can be left 
out.

In Baltic the nasal presents as well as the st-presents, which 
are equivalent to them, show a more pronounced ineffective 
meaning than the nasal presents in Slavic do. This is probably 
due to the fact that in Baltic the nasal element has not the

1 Some scholars assume that the “short” forms of the preterites existing 
both in Lithuanian and Latvian dialects reflect old non-sigmatic aorists. These 
preterites, however they are to be explained, are of little importance for the 
argumentation of the present study. See J. Kazlauskas, “Ostatki formy 3-go lica 
aorista i imperfekta v baltijskich jazykach”, Voprosy Jazykoznanija 1962, No. 6, 
pp. 92fl., with references to further literature. 
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additional function of perfectivizing the verb, a function which 
is so predominant in Slavic that even effective verbs may be 
perfectivized by nasalization (tli>knp : tl^kç ‘beat, knock’). The 
Baltic nasal and si-presents are in an overwhelming majority 
simply intransitive, as is apparent from any list of Baltic verbs, 
and in most cases they are at the same time inchoative; compare 
suintii suitaCi ‘grow light, break as the day’ as opposed lo sviléti 
svitii ‘be bright’. But some are transitive, or occur with an object 
at least. These transitive nasal and si-verbs, however, as far as 
my knowledge goes, never show an effective meaning, and we 
are not even faced with border-cases in which there would be 
doubt as to whether the action is ineffective or not. The transitive 
verbs concerned denote perception, oblivion, change of owner
ship, and the like, and are clearly ineffective. Examples: juntii 
jutaii inch, ‘feel’, in OLith. also intr. ‘awake’, is-girstii -girdaii 
inch, ‘hear’, inirstii mirsctu ‘forget’, randù radaiï ‘find’, inégstu 
mëgau ‘like’.

The verbs with a nasal or si-present all have the «-preterite. 
Provided an «-preterite is associated with a nasal or si-present 
—and this is most frequently the case—it has consequently 
always an ineffective meaning. But the «-preterite also occurs 
with other present formations.

First of all the peculiar conjugation of the type kertii kirtau 
should be considered. With regard to voice, these verbs seem to 
have at least a peripheral contact with the nasal and si-verbs. 
A number of the verbs are simply intransitive: sniegti/sniega 
‘snow’, dial, bredii ‘wade’, slenkii ‘crawl, creep’, lendù ‘creep in, 
force one’s way’, telpii ‘get in, find room enough’, sergit ‘be ill’, 
Latv. pçrdu. (pirdu). Signifying slow motions, or restricted mo
bility, rather than inchoation in the proper sense, they deviate 
from the majority of the nasal and si-verbs, but some of them 
also occur with a nasal or si-present: sniñga, brendù, dial. 
slinkstii, dial, tilpstii. Other representatives of this class deviate 
from the majority of the nasal and si-verbs in being transitive, 
but are still ineffective. Thus liekii, dial, linkii ‘remain’, Kurschat 
also ‘zurücklassen’ (cf. paliekii ‘leave’; Latv. lieku ‘let, order’, 
with pa- ‘remain’), perkii (Sirv. pirku) ‘buy’, persil ‘match, offer 
in marriage’, renkù (OPruss. senrïnka) ‘gather’, and velkù ‘drag’ 
do not denote any reshaping of the object; the object is the same 

Hist.Filos.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 43, no. 4. 3 
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before and after the action. Further kremtii ‘gnaw, crunch’, 
kerpii (Sirv. kirpu) ‘clip, shear’, and kertii (Sirv. kirtu) ‘hew’ 
denote destructive actions. Clearly effective are kemsii (phonically 
associated with kremtii) ‘stuff’, dial, mélzu milzau (liter, mélziu 
mélziau or mélziu milzau) ‘milk’, and trenkii ‘wash (hair)’.1

It seems out of question that verbs with a nasal or si-present 
may originally have taken the e/o-aorist, as they are clearly 
ineffective. The Slavic nasal presents are regularly associated 
with the e/o-aorist: sçdç>, aor. sédb.2 In the same way it would be 
possible, I think, to assume that the verbs of the type kertii kirtaii, 
at least as far as the majority of them are concerned, may origin
ally have had the e/o-aorist, as verbs with a similar meaning 
in Slavic and Geeek occur with the e/o-aorist. On the formal 
level it is difficult to make a comparison with Slavic, because 
Slavic has not preserved the Indo-European conjugation with a 
full-grade present and a zero-grade e/o-aorist. We may, on the 
basis of the unstable vocalism of bredo ‘wade’ (brbd- being also 
attested) and on the basis of Polish brnqc, Slovakian brdnut", 
assume the existence of a zero-grade e/o-aorist *brbdb. 2 This 
assumption may be said to be supported by the fact that a verb 
of cognate meaning but with evidence for a root aorist exhibits 
the apophonie alteration concerned: plyti plovp, Russ, plyld ‘float, 
swim’ (see p. 21). However, bredo is not attested with any 
simple aorist (other than 2—3 sg.), neither the e/o-aorist, nor the 
sigmatic aorist, and we must also keep in mind that zegp/zbgo 
tr. ‘burn’ shows a similar unstable vocalism and has a docu
mented sigmatic aorist. So the assumption of a flexion bredo 
'ibrbdrb remains uncertain. In Greek, of course, we have a greater 
possibility of tracing the verbs with a full-grade e/o-present and 
a zero-grade e/o-aorist, and precisely the model example âeîttgo 
eàittov justifies our believing that the Baltic verb liekii likau must 
have originally had an e/o-aorist. In addition we may quote 
TTÉpSoiaai eiTcxpSov, to be compared with Latv. perdu pirdu. Verbs

1 For a detailed discussion of this type see Stang, Verbum, pp. 107 If., and 
Arumaa, ZfslPh 26, pp. 127 IT.

2 The various instances of etymological accord between nasal presents in 
Baltic and Slavic have been recorded by I. Nemec, Genese slovanského syslému 
vidového, Rozpravy Ceskoslovenské akademie vëd, rada spol, véd, 68,7, Prague 
1958, pp. 41 lf.

3 Cf. V. Jagic, “Ueber einen Berührungspunkt des altslovenischen mit dem 
litauischen Vocalismus”, Archiv fiir slavische Philologie 3, 1879, p. 96. 
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with a similar meaning in Bailie and Greek may be compared, 
too: kerpii, kertii, Gk. ETCxpov (cf. CS nacr'btnçti and Skt. krntdti,
2. sg. aor. dkrtah); kremtii, Gk. eSoíkov. The faet thai liekii in 
Old Lithuanian had an athematic present (liekmi) is scarcely 
relevant in this connection. Also others of the verbs in ({nestion 
show a clearly secondary present form. Stang assumes, and 1 
agree with him, that the pres, perkii, persil, with -er- instead of 
the -re- to be expected (compare prekid, prasyti), are renewals 
on the basis of zero-grade aorists.1

From what has been said, it is legitimate to conclude that 
verbs which originally in Indo-European took the e/o-aorist in 
Baltic to a large extent had their present forms regulated according 
to the meaning; they preserved or obtained a nasal or sf-present 
in inchoative meaning, but preserved or obtained a present of 
the type kertii in peripheral ineffective meaning. In this connection 
it should be kept in mind that presents of the type TeRT-e/o- 
in Baltic have been transformed into presents of the type TeRT- 
-je/o-, as far as verbs with effective meaning are concerned (see 
below).

Closely attached to the flexion kertii kirtaii are the following 
verbs with apophonie alternation. Intransitive: dial, [-dein -diliau2 
for liter, dylii dilaii ‘wear away’, Latv. dçlu/dilstii dilu (a), dial. 
is-svelu is-sviliaii3 for liter, svylii suilad ‘scorch’, Latv. sviïstu/
3. pers. svçl svilu (â), Latv. dçmu/dimstu dimu ‘dröhnen’, -gemii/ 
gïmstu giniiaií (Mielcke giman, Latv. dzimu (ó)) ‘be born’, *sravii  
sriivad, provided that srawanezio (Dauksa) is an older present 
formation to srüvù suivait*  ‘flow’ rather than to sraueti srauiii ‘id.’, 
Latv. slavu sluvu ‘get known’. Transitive : mend miniad ‘remember’5 
and genii giniau (Latv. dzinu (a)) ‘drive, turn out to grass’, both 
ineffective, and vejii vijad ‘pursue’ and ‘twist’ (in the latter mean
ing the verb may be considered effective). The verbs quoted, to 
judge from corresponding Slavic verbs, originally had the strong 
aorist,—not the e/o-aorist, it is true, but the alternate form of the 
strong aorist to be expected in case of roots with a final sonant 
or vowel, viz. the root aorist; compare uejii vijad, OCS 2-3 sg.

1 Stang, Verbum, p. 108.
2 Compare Arumaa, ZfslPh 26, p. 124.
3 Compare Arumaa, ZfslPh 26, p. 127.
4 See J. Endzelin, Lettische Grammatik, Heidelberg 1923, § 626.
5 Stang, Verbum, p. Ill, emphasizes the middle meaning of this verb.

3*  
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aor. vit'b, and Latv. slavu sluvn, Russ. slyld (see p. 21). An 
original root aorist may be admitted also for vérdn viriau (Latv. 
idrn (d)) intr. & tr. ‘boil’, and for mîrstu iniriaü (Latv. mini (d)) 
‘die’, compare OCS 2-3 sg. aor. niret^, for biïuù buuaiï ‘to be’ 
(OCS 2-3 sg. aor. bystid), and for gyjii gijañ ‘recover health’ 
(OCS 2-3 sg. aor. zit'b'). In some cases the d-preterite has been 
preserved only in Latvian, but it is generally agreed that also the 
Lithuanian e-pretcrites, with unlengthened zero-grade in the root, 
date back to older d-preterites.

The d-preterite furthermore occurs with some verbs with the 
e/o-present and a deviating acute root vowel. Intransitive are 
áugu (iugau ‘grow’, begu (bégnii) began (Slav, beging begi>) ‘run’, 
piiolii púolian/diiú. púolau, Latv. pulu (d) ‘fall’ (compare Slav. 
padg padi> with a similar meaning), seda sedan (OPruss. sindats, 
syndens, Slav, sçdp sedvd) ‘sit down’, sóku/-sókstn sókan ‘jump’. 
kándu kándan ‘bite’ is transitive, but the object is not clearly 
situated outside the subject, the action taking place in the subject 
itself; compare Gk. 6àxvœ eSaxov of a similar meaning. With 
/e/o-present we have léidziu (léidini) /éz’z/zzzz/dial. léidziau ‘let, let 
go’ (Latv. laîzn laîdn (ë)), which takes an object, but does not 
involve any change of it; the verb is clearly ineffective. The Slavic 
and Greek aorists quoted suggest that these verbs originally had 
the e/o-aorist.

In many instances, however, we must assume the d-preterite 
to have been generalized on the basis of phonic features, inde
pendently of the meaning of the verb. This explanation is commonly 
accepted as far as vocalic roots with a Je/o-flexion are concerned 
and applies to all secondary verbs as well, with reservation for 
I he type sakyti sakañ sakiau.1 A generalization is likely to have 
taken place also in the flexion of the verbs with a zero-grade 
e/o-present: mygn mygau, dîrbu dirbau, brnkii brnkau, etc.; since 
already the present shows the zero-grade, the d-preterite, which 
itself requires the zero-grade, may be considered predisposed for 
penetrating here; in Lithuanian dialects, however, we often find 
verbs of the type brnkii brukaiï attested with the ë-preterite.

Furthermore it appears that we are faced with a special 
Latvian generalization of the d-preterite in cases in which the 
root ends in -n- and takes the e/o-present: Lith. minii nujnian,

1 I agree with Stang, Verbum, p. 151, that this type lias the ë-preterite.
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Latv. ininu (ä), Latv. dial. *mTnn  (ë). On the other hand, we must 
assume a corresponding Lithuanian generalization of the ë- 
preteritc, when in this language, under similar conditions, we 
meet with preterites like gimiaii from -genui/gimstu (see above) 
and bariau from barii (see below).

Due attention must be paid to irregularities and exceptions, 
above all to the vacillation in the formation of the preterite stem 
from verbs with a as root vowel. We arc faced here with ä- 
preterites which cannot be accounted for according to (he above- 
mentioned semantic principles, nor as generalizations on a phonic 
basis.

Examples :

lakii lakiaii/Umv. lakaii 'lap up’, Latv. liiokn lakn (a) 
rakii rakiafi ‘scratch, pick’ / Kursehat rankiirakaii ‘durch Stochern, 

Picken öffnen’ / Lalis rankii rakañ ‘dig, rake’, Latv. riioku raku 
(ä)

kasii kasiaii/Univ. kasaií ‘dig’, Latv. kasu kasu (iT) ‘rake’ 
ariii ariaii ‘plow’, Latv. afu aru (ä)
barii (bármi) bariau/died. barau ‘scold’, Latv. barn barn (a)/ 

barn (ë)
kalù kaUaii/died. kalañ ‘forge’, Latv. kal'ii kahl (ñ) 
malii malian/diid. malañ ‘grind’, Latv. mal'u main (ä) 
aunii azïïaiï/Mielcke avaü ‘put on (shoes), put shoes on’, Latv.

åurui cum (ë^/aim (ñ)
káunu kóviau/Sirv. and dial, kavau ‘beat’, Latv. kaiiju kciim (ë)/ 

kann (ä)
sáunu scmiau/dial. sanan ‘shoot, push’, Lalv. saiíjn savn (ë) 
jáunu jóviau ‘mix’, Lalv. jciuju jàvu (ë^/javit (ä)

The verbs listed1 have all the ë-preterite in the Lithuanian 
literary language, but the ñ-preterite, attested by old grammarians 
and in dialects, as well as in Latvian, are doubtless older.2 From

1 The following variations are of a somewhat different character: tampù 
Univ, and liter. íapaú/dial. tapiad ‘become’, Latv. tùopu tapu (a) (for an explanation 
of this verb, see Chr. S. Stang, “Zum baltisch-slavischen Verbum”, International 
.Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics 4, 1961, p. 70); ¿agid zagiad I dial, iagù 
zagiad or iangù zagad ‘sully’ (see Arumaa, ZfslPh 26, p. 123), Latv. zùogu zagu 
(a) with deviating meaning ‘steal’; plakii plakiad ‘whip’, Latv. plùoku ¡¡laku (ô) 
again deviates in meaning ‘become flat’; suskantù suskatad/Mielcke suskatiaü 
‘leap up’, Sqld Salad ¡Klein 3. ps. Salé ‘freeze’.

2 For barad, kalad, and malad, see Stang, Verburn, p. 107, and for kaoad 
and Savad, ibidem, p. 48. 
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a semantic point of view the verbs are remarkable; they are not 
only transitive (effective), but at the same time denote a repeated 
action. We are here concerned with the meaning characteristic 
of primary o-grade verbs: the continued, rhythmically repeated 
action,1 and the d-preterite seems to be dependent on this specific 
meaning.

1 See Stang, Verbum, pp. 39 IT.
2 See Endzelin, KZ 43, p. 32.
3 “Die e/o-Verba im Slavischen”, Scando-Slavica 7, 1961, p. 275.

Some anomalies in the Je/o-flexion, liter, mélziii mîlzau ‘milk’, 
dial, grúdziu grúdau ‘pound’, dial, gréndziu gréndau ‘scrape’, 
dial, grindziii grindaiï ‘board, pave’, are to be recorded here, too. 
Exactly as the o-grade verbs mentioned they denote a long- 
continued, rhythmically repeated action. On the other hand we 
cannot entirely leave out of account that such anomalies may be 
due to contamination.1 2

Finally I want, in connection with the d-preterite, to mention 
the verbs with a “second” stem in -d-, as a second stem in -d- 
may be supposed to result from a generalization of a preterite 
stem in -d-. In Baltic there exist only live such verbs: miegóti 
miegii (miegmi) miegójau ‘sleep’, giedóti giedu (gíemi) giedójau 
‘sing, crow’, raudóti rauda (ráumi) raudójau ‘lament, wail’, 
ieskóti íeskau (Univ. ieszku) ieskójau ‘seek’, sáugoti sáugau (sáugmi) 
sáugojau ‘watch’. Their d-preterite, ending in -ojau, is that 
expected when the infinitive stem ends in a vowel; compare also 
tekéti tekii tekejau, sédéti sédziu sèdéjau. The verbs all show the 
full grade throughout the flexion and denote a slate as opposed to 
the zero-grade inchoative verbs with a nasal or si-present: rningu, 
pra-ggstu, dial, su-rústu, dial, su-yskù. Once again we have thus 
to do with verbs denoting continuance.

The flexion with a second stem in -d- recurs in Slavic, and 
corresponding with ieskóti íeskau (Univ, ieszku) ieskójau, we have 
in Slavic iskati isko iskachb. As the number of such verbs is far 
greater in Slavic, it would be useful to have a closer look at the 
Slavic material. In a previous study3 I have pointed out that 
Slavic verbs with an e/o-present and the second stem in -d- 
denote actions requiring a rather long time, and in some cases 
even perseverance, to lead to the result desired: rbuati ‘tear’, 
dbrati ‘Hay’, kovati ‘forge’, snovati ‘wind’, pbrati ‘tread’, sbsati 
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‘suck’, zbdati ‘wait for’, zwati ‘call’, iskati ‘seek’, gbriciti ‘chase’. 
All these continuative verbs are at the same time transitive, but it 
does not mean that the d-stem as such is transitive. The transitive 
valne of the verbs probably results only from the co-existence 
with the e/o-present.1 With another present form the verb may 
be intransitive: stpati sbpljp sbpisi (: -stiipti) ‘sleep’. As for the 
regular association of a second stem in -d- with the /e/o-present, 
il must be admitted to be due to a generalization, to a large extent; 
but also in this class we very often meet with verbs signifying 
a long-continued, respectively rhythmically repealed action: pbsati 
‘write’, Ibzati ‘lick’, tesati ‘hew’, cesati ‘comb’, orati ‘plow’, 
zobciti ‘peck up’, alkati ‘starve’, stenati ‘groan’, drëmati ‘doze’, 
etc., and 1 suppose that precisely this continuative value, formerly 
perhaps even more characteristic of this verb class, has been the 
basis for creating imperfective verbs with the je/o-present and the 
infinitive in -ati from perfective verbs with the strong aorist, e. g. 
inuiti eiidjo from jçti ‘take’, dbchati duso from dbchnoti ‘breathe, 
blow’, lëgnti lezo from lësti Içgçt ‘lie down’.

In Slavic the second stem in -d- very often shows the zero 
grade, a vocalism expected also from an Indo-European stand
point, and it seems strange that only lull-grade d-stems, such as 
miegóti, have been reflected in Baltic. It must be borne in mind, 
however, that the Baltic representatives occur as stative verbs, 
and here the full-grade vocalism, alternating with the zero-grade 
vocalism of the corresponding inchoative verbs, plays a role.

We may, of course, regard the very restricted number of 
verbs with a second stem in -d- in Baltic as the last residuum of 
a group originally more widely extended, but it is also quite 
possible that second stems in -d- have not been developed in 
Baltic to the same extent as in Slavic and that the Baltic verbs 
which from a Slavic standpoint might be expected to have had 
a second stem in -d-, in many cases show a more primitive flexion 
with suffixation of -d- only in the preterite itself. Several scholars 
also maintain that the Baltic preterite stem in -d-, in some cases 
at least, corresponds with a second stem in -d- in Slavic.

I find this view correct. It may be assumed that the second 
stem in -d-, in Slavic and in Baltic the basis of the non-present

1 The present of Sbrati serp and Russ, vrat' vru ‘lie’ probably goes back to 
an earlier je/o-present, compare Russ, serúlserú and Slovenian sçrjem. 
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forms of the verb, represents a generalization of an -d- found 
originally in the preterite indicative only. Sometimes, in Slavistics, 
we refer to this preterite, an asigmatic predecessor of zbdaclvb, 
sbsachb, etc., as an d-aorist, but the term can be misleading. There 
are no indications that the d-preterite existed in Indo-European 
as an aorist, nor can we speak in the earlier stages of Slavic, 
before a new imperfect came into existence, of an aoristic ap
plication. Il is difficult to tell whether the d-preterite has at the 
very outset had a meaning of its own, but since in Slavic as well 
as in Baltic, verbs with a second stem in -d- denote a long- 
continued action, as pointed out above, continuance has probably 
been a dominant semantic feature of the d-preterite, too. I assume, 
then, a Balto-Slavic d-preterite with a continuative value.

It is doubtful, however, to what degree the Baltic d-preterite, 
as the direct successor of that Balto-Slavic d-preterite, may be 
said to be continuative. We can state, of course, that the d-preterite 
of the o-grade verbs, which denote a rhythmically repeated action, 
the verbs of the type lakii lakañ mentioned above, is fully under
standable as a continuative preterite. Some of these verbs have 
etymological parallels in Slavic with a second stem in -d-, compare 
Balt, káujii kavañ, Slav, kovplkujp kovati; sáuju savau, sujp sovatk, 
Latv. aru am (ä), orjp orati; lakii lakaii, ORuss. loen lokati; 
kasii kasaü, cesp cesati. But inasmuch as the verbs concerned are 
transitive at the same lime, they may in Slavic also have the 
sigmatic aorist: koljp, 2-3 sg. aor. kla (without -/&), to be com
pared with Balt, kalii kalau.

Also many other verbs with the d-preterite denote continuance. 
The o-grade is not, of course, to be understood as a necessary 
precondition for the occurrence of this meaning, which, then, 
may be responsible for the d-preterite in other cases, too. This 
explanation is particularly probable in instances in which Slavic 
cognates show a second stem in -d-. Thus we have Latv. dzenu 
dzinu (d), comparable with Slav, zenp gbnati. As for sukii sukaii, 
ordinarily equated with Russ, sku skat',1 I see no grounds for 

1 The Russian present form is scarcely old; compare Russ. Igu for OCS /bip. 
A. Vaillant, Manuel du vieux slave 1, Paris 1948, p. 262, gives the flexion suce- 
s-bkati. In Czech, too, the flexion sücu skáti has probably been the original one, 
as J. Gebauer, Historickâ mluvnice jazyka ëeského 3,2s, Prague 1958, adduces no 
examples for the present stem sub sku, sees (sees) . . . skáti and conversely sub 
siikati gives evidence for the present stem only.
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denying that the d-preterite here corresponds with a Slavic 
d-stem, but it should be noticed that in Lithuanian dialects we 
also tind the ê-preterile sukiaîï. The durative value also, of course, 
exists with some intransitive verbs: álkstu (álkmi) âlkau ‘hunger’, 
Slav, aleo al kat i.

However, the great majority of Baltic verbs showing the ä- 
preterite, viz. all the verbs with a nasal or .sf-present which 
indicate inchoation rather than continuance in action or state, 
must be accounted for in a different way. How can we explain 
that these verbs, which must be supposed originally to have had 
an e/o-aorist, regularly show’ the d-preterite in Baltic? I see no 
reasons for speaking of any transformation or enlargement of 
the e/o-aorist into an d-preterile, nor of a replacement of the 
c/o-aorist by the d-prelerite. We must assume that the e/o-aorist 
and the d-preterile once existed side by side, that these verbs 
took both the e/o-aorist and the d-preterite, and that there existed 
a semantic contrast between the two preterites, as long as the 
e/o-aorist was intact. Only after the e/o-aorist had disappeared, 
perhaps owing to phonic circumstances,1 and the d-preterite re
mained as the only preterite of those verbs, it became a preterite 
capable of rendering all preterite functions. As for the concrete 
character of the opposition which I assume to have existed 
between the (wo preterites, I believe it has been a special aspectual 
opposition on the preterite level, an opposition very similar to 
the opposition known in other languages as an opposition between 
aorist and imperfect. In this connection I attach no weight to 
a possibly inherited aoristie meaning of the e/o-aorist, which must 
be highly questionable in view’ of the slight traces left by the 
Indo-European imperfect in Balto-Slavic. What leads me to posit 
an aspectual opposition is the continuative value of the d-prelerite; 
if opposed to another preterite, in casu the e/o-preterite, it has 
most likely played the role of an imperfect.

At this point a question of particular interest arises: Is the

1 Compare Endzelin, Le. Gr., § 679. There is certainly a connection between 
the fact that Baltic does not distinguish between present and preterite personal 
endings and the loss of the e/o-preterite. But it is difficult to decide what is cause 
and what is effect. It is possible to imagine, too, that the difference between present 
and preterite personal endings has been abandoned only after the special preterite 
stems in -è- and having wholly occupied the preterite, and that it was their 
clear formal contrast as against the present stems that rendered superfluous a 
distinction in the personal endings. 
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assumption of an opposition aorist : imperfect supported by 
Slavic data? A comparison between the Slavic opposition aorist : 
imperfect gives us an impression that the preterites known in 
Slavic as aorists have been abandoned in Baltic and that what 
has been preserved in Baltic is former imperfects closely related 
to the Slavic imperfects. Thus, as many scholars have pointed 
out, Balt, ieskójau and sèdëjau are more similar to the Slavic 
imperfects iskaach'b, sëdëachb than to the aorists iskachb, sëdëchb, 
and in the same way the ë-preterite vedziaü bears resemblance to 
the Slavic imperfect vedeachb (: aor. t»esz>). But precisely in the 
case of verbs with the strong aorist (the e/o-aorist or the root 
aorist), things are rather complicated in Slavic.

In Slavic the imperfects from verbs with the strong aorist do 
not end in -aachb as might be expected if the point of departure 
were the d-preterite, but end in -ëachb. On the other hand, I 
think there are all grounds for questioning the ancientness of 
these imperfects. We are here often concerned with perfective 
verbs, and their imperfects have a most restricted frequency; in 
the Old Church Slavonic translation of the Gospels, dadëachb is 
the only sure example. Imperfects from perfective verbs, such 
as dbchnëachb, padëachb, show, to the extent they occur, an 
entirely special meaning and signify the non-accomplished re
iteration of an accomplished action. This function, to all appear
ance, has come into being only after the distinction between per
fective and imperfective verbs had been established.1 Moreover, 
the very form of the imperfects from verbs with the strong aorist 
gives rise to doubt concerning their ancientness. In forms like 
d'bchneach'b, idëachb, and dadëachb elements (nasal infix, d- 
enlargcment, present reduplication) which were originally present 
formants, are linked up with an element -ë-, which was not a 
present formant. I suppose that such imperfects were possible 
only after the nasal element and the (/-enlargement had been 
generalized so as to occur also in the aorist. As for the type 
sbchnpti, the occurrence of the imperfect cannot be surprising, 
these verbs being imperfective, bid none the less the very form 
sbchnëachb is very late, as the nasal present has here replaced,

1 J. S. Maslov, “Imperfekt glagolov soversennogo vida v slavjanskich jazykach”, 
Voprosy slavjanskogo jazykoznanija 1, 1954, p. 137. 
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in most cases at least, an older je/o-present.1 In my opinion, then, 
the Slavic imperfects in -cczchs attested from verbs with the strong 
aorist are all more or less recent and do not disprove our as
sumption of the d-preterite as a former imperfect in Baltic.

However, we need not content ourselves with this statement. 
We should not overlook the fact that what functions in Slavic 
as the normal imperfect to an aorist from a perfective verb is, 
in virtue of the Slavic aspect system, the imperfect from the 
corresponding imperfective verb. Consequently we must examine 
the question whether the Baltic d-preterite does not more likely 
agree with the imperfect from the imperfective counterparts of 
perfective verbs with the strong aorist.

A connection between the Baltic d-preterite and Slavic imper
fective verbs has already been suggested by Leumann.1 He com
pares the Baltic d-preterites -stójau (pres, -stójn), sedan (pres. 
seda), began (pres, bëgn) with the infinitive stem in -d- of stajati 
stajg, sèdati sëdajg, bègati bëgajg, i. e. the imperfective counter
parts of stati stang ‘rise’, sësti sçdg ‘sit down’, and bëzati bëgg 
‘run’. It may be difficult to acknowledge Leumann’s comparison, 
as the examples given by him do not show zero grade, so charac
teristic of the d-preterite, but for that matter parallels with zero
grade verbs can be adduced, too: Balt, dustn dnsafí, Slav. ipf. 
dbchati dnsg from pf. dzehngti, aor. d'bch'b. At any rate the corre
spondence assumed by Leumann deserves a (doser examination.

In this connection due attention must be paid to the fact the 
verbs acting in Slavic as imperfectivizations of perfective verbs 
exist in Baltic, loo, although in a somewhat different function. 
I shall discuss them below.

(1 ) First of all we shall mention the verbs with a second stem 
in -ë-, Balt, budëti ‘be awake’ (: bnsti), Slav, b^deti (: v'bz-b'bngti). 
Semantically they are ineffective exactly as are the verbs from 
which they are derived. In Baltic they regularly denote the state 
resulting from the inchoative action indicated by the nasal or 
«/-verb (respectively the primary verb with d-preterite). Occasion-

1 P. Tedesco, “Slavic ne-Presents from Older /e-Presents”, Language 24, 1948, 
pp. 346 -387.

2 M. Leumann, “Baltisch und Slavisch”, Corolla Lingüistica Festschrift Fer
dinand Sommer, Wiesbaden 1955, p. 159. 
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ally, however, the verb in -éti do not denote a state subsequent 
to the action indicated by the basic verb; thus Lith. mérdéti1 
(: mirti ‘die’) does not mean *‘be dead’, it refers to the premortal 
phase ‘be dying’ (but mirti is not perfective and occurs in the 
same sense as mérdéti). In other cases the inchoative verb more 
specially denotes the initial point of the state, and in such cases 
the Baltic opposition inchoative action : subsequent stale comes 
very close to oppositions conventionally classified in Slavic as 
oppositions of aspect. So the opposition is-girsti : girdéti ‘come to 
hear’ : ‘hear’ may be compared with Slav, uslysati pf. : slysati. 
In Slavic the verbs in -éti are as a rule stative, too, but the situation 
is complicated precisely because of the differentiation of verbs 
according to aspect, and as a consequence of this differentiation, 
the nasal verbs signify, when perfective, only the initial point of 
the stale, the development of the inchoative action being indicated 
by specific imperfective verbs. In the series sédati : sësti : sëdéti, 
sédati denotes the action in its course of development ‘be sitting 
down’, sësti the final point of the action, respectively, as com
pared with sëdéti, the initial point of the state ‘have sat down’, 
sëdéti denotes the state ‘sit’. We have here to do with an opposition 
of three members imperfective : perfective : stative verb, and in 
this light it turns out that the opposition mentioned, uslysati : 
slysati, equivalent to sësti : sëdéti, is actually an opposition between 
a perfective and a stative verb. But in Slavic the verb in -éti 
may occasionally assume the meaning of an imperfective verb. 
This applies to oppositions such as dysati : dueling ti ‘breathe, 
blow’, kricati : krikngti ‘shout’, known in Russian and other 
Slavic languages, but not attested in Old Church Slavonic. It has 
been objected that kricati : kriknoti does not represent a purely 
aspectual opposition, but an opposition between a repealed and 
a single action; this, however, does not hold good. In Czech, at 
least, kricet may refer to one or more cries, and the same is true 
of kriknout. In my view the opposition Czech kricet : kriknout is 
comparable with that of sédati : sësti, cf. Czech Krikl: “Ticho” 
‘He cried: “Silence” ’ vs. Slysel jsem, jak krici: “Ticho” ‘I heard 
him cry: “Silence”’. On the other hand me must admit that 
kricati lacks the idea of development otherwise characteristic of 
imperfective verbs.

1 See Stang, Verbum, p. 24.
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(2) Next I shall discuss the verbs with an d-suffix and length
ened zero grade throughout the flexion, represented in Baltic by 
the type kyboti kybau kybojau intr. ‘hang’ (: kimbii kibaii intr. 
‘catch’). In Baltic these verbs are all intransitive, and they have 
a pronounced stative value, as they denote a remaining in a 
particular position. They are also, with a somewhat inappropriate 
term, referred to as “intensive”; in this connection I want to 
reproduce Leskien’s definition of that term: “Intensiva. So 
möchte ich die intransitiven Verba nennen, die ein gewissermassen 
energisches Verharren in einem Zustande bedeuten, z. B. rymau 
rymoti dauernd aufgestützt dasitzen”.1 The corresponding Slavic 
formations with the d-suffix and lengthened root vowel (preferably 
lengthened zero grade) mainly occur as imperfectivizations of 
perfective verbs, e. g. sëdati sedujo from sèsti or dychati dychajo 
from dochngli. This function does not presuppose a specific voice 
of the basic verb, and particularly in reimperfectivizations we 
often meet with this derivation also when the basic verb is effective, 
compare stzesti pf. : stzidzati ipf. ‘burn up (tr.)’. However, if the 
basic verb is ineffective, the verb derived from it is not always 
imperfective in the proper sense of this term, but may stand for 
a state as well. Thus kasati sç ‘touch’ may be used not only 
referring to the action preceding the turning point denoted by 
kosnpti ,sf, but also referring to the state following that turning 
point ‘be in contact with’; kasati sç, then, represents a neutrali
zation of the two meanings, the imperfective one and the stative 
one, kept apart in the series sëdati : sësti : sëdëti. From a syn
chronic point of view the imperfective function must be regarded 
as the specific value of the verbs under examination, but historic
ally it is probably the stative meaning, found also with the 
corresponding Baltic verbs, that is the primary function.

(3) A third group of stative verbs in Baltic is constituted by 
the verbs with a full-grade je/o-present. Their preterite is the 
ë-preterite, which, however, need not be old, as we must assume 
the ë-preterite to have been generalized with verbs taking the 
/e/o-present. These verbs have as a rule an animate subject and 
denote a long-continued internal function. The stative meaning 
is not, perhaps, very pronounced, but the semantic contrast 
between the derived and the basic verbs is the same as in the

1 Leskien, Ablaut, p. 430. 
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preceding cases; the basic verb denotes a phase preceding the 
phase referred to by the derived verb. In principle we are not 
concerned with oppositions of aspect here. The Baltic oppositions 
of inchoation may frequently, it is true, bear resemblance to 
oppositions conventionally classified in Slavic as oppositions of 
aspect, compare sii-bliûvù i bliáunu ‘begin to bleat’: ‘bleat’ with 
Russ, zablejat': blejat', but here again we actually in Slavic have 
the same relation as in sësti : sedeli rather than the opposition 
imperfective : perfective met with in sëdati : sësti. As further 
examples I adduce: svieciii ‘shine’ to svintii ‘grow light, break as 
the day’, jauciii ‘feel’ to ¡until ‘notice’, snáudziu ‘nod, doze’ to 
sniistu ‘doze oil”, verkiii ‘weep’ to pra-virkstu ‘burst into tears’, 
klykiii ‘scream’ to su-klinkii ‘begin to scream’.

The corresponding Slavic derivatives with full-grade jejo- 
present have a zero-grade second stem in -a-. Examples: d'bchati 
dusç)1 ‘blow’ to dzehnyti, trbdzati trèzo ‘tear’ to tr^ynyti, pkbzati 
plëzç ‘crawl’ to pl^znyti, zijati zëjo ‘yawn’ to zinçti, plbuctli pljujy 
‘spit’ to plinyti, kwati (kyjp) ‘nod’ to kynoti, imati emljo ‘take’ 
to Jçti imp, 2-3 sg. aor. jçt’ô. The second stem in -ä- might be 
due to generalization, as nearly all /’e/o-presents have a second 
stem in -Ü-, but in the present case it may be said to be motivated 
by the imperfective meaning of the verbs. We usually record 
them as imperfeclivizations, but this determination should not be 
taken too rigorously. They are used obligatorily when the phase 
preceding the maximum denoted by the basic perfective verbs 
has to be expressed, but may also stand for the state following 
that maximum. So OCS imati : jçti normally renders a distinction 
between the course of development of the action and the final 
point of the action, but in the context imati vëro : jçti vero, verbatim 
‘take belief’, imati expresses the state resulting from jçti and is 
equivalent to the stative verb imëti ‘have’. In younger texts we 
also frequently lind imëti vëro as a substitute for imati vëro. This 
case is consequently analogous to the preceding case (2), and 
once again I assume that the imperfective function found in Slavic 
historically represents a secondary evolution.

1 The attestation of this verb is feeble, see Vaillant, Manuel 1, p. 262.

Previous scholars have already operated with the hypothesis 
that the Slavic opposition of aspect is genetically related to the 
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opposition inclination : state.1 In my opinion this idea is correct,2 
and at any rale I tind il striking that we so often are faced with 
an opposition of aspect in Slavic, where we have an opposition 
inchoation : slate in Baltic, as pointed out above. Very charac
teristic in this respect is a case in which all three formations 
mentioned above arc attested to one and the same root: Slav. 
dysati (1), dychati dychajç (2), and dbchati duso (3) (secondarily 
also dychati dyso) are all imperfective in contradistinction to 
dbchnoti ‘breathe, blow’, whereas the corresponding Baltic for
mations dûséti (1) ‘breathe hard’ and dvesiù dvêsiaiï (3) ‘perish’, 
Kurschat: “eigentl. hauchen; gewöhnlich vom Sterben der Thiere, 
verenden", Latv. dvesu dvèsu ‘blow, breathe hard’, are Stative as 
compared with diistii dusau ‘lose one’s breath’.

Reverting now to the problems concerning the relationship be
tween the Baltic d-preterite and the special Slavic imperfective verbs 
in -ati, we may state that the imperfectivizations of the third type 
dbchati duso actually have a second stem d^cha- comparable, also 
in vocalism, with the preterite stem in -à- of the nasal and st- 
verbs in Baltic, cf. düstù, prêt, dusau. As the corresponding Baltic 
/e/o-verbs, such as dvesiù dvésiañ (3), agree with them only in 
the present, their preterite being an e-preterite, the second stem 
in -a- of Slav, dbchati need not have belonged originally to the 
/e/o-present, but may be supposed to be the reflex of the posited 
imperfective d-preterite, or d-imperfect, of the inchoative verb, 
reflected in Baltic as dusau; the simplest solution is that this 
imperfective d-preterite has been associated, in Slavic, with the 
/e/o-present of the Stative verbs only after these verbs had been 
reinterpreted into imperfective verbs.

We may now set up a tentative hypothesis explaining the 
creation of special imperfects in Baltic and Slavic. I suppose that 
the initial stages of the development were common to the two 
language groups. The d-preterite, originally the preterite of con
tinuativo verbs (Balt, ieskóti, Slav, iskati) only, spread and was 
used also in a more special sense, as an imperfective preterite,

1 See J. Kurylowicz, “La genèse d’aspects verbaux slaves”, Prace filologiczne 
14, 1929, pp. 644-657 (cf. Sborník prací I sjezdu slovanskÿch filologû 2, 1932, pp. 
572-576, and Spratvozdania Towarzystwa naukowego ive Ltvoivie 9, 1929, pp. 70-74), 
Slang, Verbum, p. 19, and Nemec, Genese slovanského systému vidového, passim.

2 See my article “Aspekt und Diathese im Slavischen”, Scando-Slavica 12, 
1966, pp. 75 ff. 
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or imperfect (dusañ, dbcha.-}, as opposed to the strong aorist 
(cføc/jT)) of the inchoative nasal verbs (düstù, d'bchnç'). Then the 
continuatives, after the distinction aorist : imperfect had been 
established among the inchoative verbs, became themselves sub
ject to aspectual differentation on the preterite level; their preterite 
in -a- bifurcated into an aorist iskacho and an imperfect iskaa-clvb 
(Balt, ieskójo), the latter form created by adding once more the 
suffix -a-1 (compare the equation Balt, dùsti : dusañ = ieskóti : 
ieskójau = Slav, iskat i : iskaaclvb). In Slavic, however, the asso
ciation of the «-preterite (dzeha-) with the je/o-present (duso) 
caused it formally to lose its character of an imperfect and to 
become the preterite of an independent (imperfective) verb. The 
outcome of this, besides the creation of a second stem in -ä-, 
was that imperfective verbs of the type d’bchati duso followed the 
continuatives and developed their preterite in -ä- into a clear 
imperfect form in -ää- : dbchaa-chz. Specific Slavic is also the 
sigmatization of the imperfect. It must be due to influence from 
the aorist, where the sigmatization is obligatory precisely after 
stems ending in a long vowel. As for the thematic flexion of the 
Slavic imperfect (3. sg. di>chaase) I assume, following a hypothesis 
advanced by Kurylowicz,2 that there was an intercrossing between 
the athematic predecessor of dt>chaase (to pres, duso) and a 
preterite, 3. sg. *dychaje(t)  (sigmatized into *dychase),  represent
ing the continuation of the Indo-European imperfect to the 
thematic present 3. sg. dychajekb. I find that the preterites of these 
two semantically closely related types of verbs, dbchati and 
dychati, both appearing in Slavic as imperfectivizations, may 
easily have influenced each other and have exerted an influence 
on the forming of the imperfect. The intercrossing resulted in

1 I give the terminations of the Slavic imperfect as -ëachb, -aachb in accordance 
with the spelling in our Old Church Slavonic texts, which give no testimony of 
an intervocalic j in this case, as emphasized by M. Weingart, Rukovët' jazyka 
staroslovënského 2, Prague 1938, p. 349. The Proto-Slavic terminations, in my 
opinion, may well have been *-ejachb,  *-ajachb,  compare Balt, sédéjau, ieëkôjau; 
in Old Church Slavonic an intervocalic j was lost to a very great extent, especially 
between vowels of the same timbre (cf. such spellings as dëati, daati); in the case 
of the imperfect no morphological restitution of the j was possible in Old Church 
Slavonic, because in the imperfect terminations there were no other positions than 
ë-a, a-a.

2 J. Kurylowicz, “Imperfectum i aspekt w jçzyku staro-cerkiewno-slowian- 
skim”, Zeszyty naukoive Uniwersytetu Jagielloñskiego 24, 1960, pp. 7ff. The article 
has also appeared in French in the International Journal of Slavic Linguistics and 
Poetics 1-2, 1959. 
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imperfects in -aase, clearly distinct from any aorist: dychaase, 
dychaase, iskaase, etc. To sum up the prehistoric evolution I have 
posited : *dus-e-  *eisk-ä-  -> *dus-e-  : *dus-ä-  ■+ *eiskä-  : *eiskä-ä-  
-> *d ’bch-e- : ^dbch-aa-x *dychaje-  -> dbse : d’bchaase/dychaase.

Our Old Church Slavonic texts offer a situation in which all 
verbs with infinitives ending in -ati have aorists in -achb and 
imperfects in -aach’b. Here, of course, we must realize that the 
attestation of the preterites depends on the meaning of the verb. 
The meaning of the continuatives, such as iskati, is not incom
patible with the meaning of the aorist, and we do find both 
aorists and imperfects (zbdaclvb : zbdaachb). However, the Old 
Church Slavonic translation of the Gospels does not oiler any 
sure attestation in the aorist of imperfectivizations, provided that 
they are really imperfective (in the simplex dbchati, dychati, or 
as reimperfectivizations sbbirati, whereas perfective prefixations 
such as pre-dajati do occur in the aorist).1 Thus the type dbchati 
duso is attested only in the imperfect (imaachb), the aorist being 
taken from the paradigm of the perfective verb (jçs’b from jçti).

Leumann in his treatment2 identifies the Baltic d-preterite,
3. p. stójo, with the 3. sg. aor. from the Slavic imperfective verb: 
staja from stajati. This identification is formally quite correct, 
but in the case of imperfectivizations, such as dbchati, imati, 
stajati, etc., the attestation of the aorist is so feeble that it is 
difficult to assume the d-preterite to be continued as an aorist 
in Slavic. As apparent from the considerations above, I believe 
it is the imperfect (in -aase) from those verbs which continues 
the Balto-Slavic d-preterite represented in Baltic by dusau.

The e-Preterite.

Verbs with 7’eT-root and with pure e/o-present and e-preterite 
constitute in Baltic a special transitive class: bedii bedziaü ‘dig’, 
degii ‘burn’, kepù ‘bake’, lesù ‘peck up’, metù ‘throw’, mezgii 
‘tie, knit’, nesù ‘carry’, pesii ‘pluck’, rezgii ‘knit, net’, segii ‘pin’, 
sekù ‘follow’ and ‘tell’, tepù ‘smear’, vedii ‘lead’, uezd ‘convey’. 
With the exception of sekù,1 these verbs all denote a creation or

1 Cf. my article “Vidové problémy v staroslovënStinë”, Universitas Carolina 
1957, Philol. 3,1, p. 81.

2 Leumann, Corolla Lingüistica, p. 159.
3 As for nùseku nùsekiau intr. ‘sink’ I consider this flexion secondary as 

against nusenkù nusekaû. See Arumaa, ZfslPh 26, p. 124.
Hist.Filos.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 43, no. 4. 4
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change of the object (although we must admit that the change 
in some cases, such as nesù, is only a change of place). Therefore 
this transitive class may be assumed to originate from a class of 
effective verbs. Above (p. 29) we arrived at a similar conclusion 
in the case of Slavic. The corresponding verbs with e/o-present 
in Slavic, bodg, zegg, pekg, nesç, tepg, vedg, to mention only the 
etymological cognates, show, apart from bodg, the same vocalism. 
Their aorist is sigmatic (see p. 29), and nothing prevents us 
from assuming that the verbs in question had originally the 
sigmatic aorist in Baltic, too.

Previous scholars, as far as I know, have not explicitly stated 
that the verb class in question is transitive. We are concerned with 
a restricted number of verbs only, it is true, but the corresponding, 
somewhat more numerous Slavic group legitimates the assumption 
of a transitive group also in Baltic. Endzelin, however, was not 
far from the correct view: “Ja saknë ir e, tad tirajiem tag. o- 
celmiem atbilstosie pag. celmi pa laikam beidzas ar ë (piem., 
vede-, nesë-), atskaitot vienïgi intransitivo dçgâ- un dial. feÀYz-; 
no trans, un intrans, cept pa laikam cepë-, bet izloksnës ar in
trans. nozimi ari 3. p. -cçpa Pas. III 478, IX 322’’.1

1 J. Endzelin, Latvieku valodas skanas un formas, Riga 1938, p. 190.
2 Cf. Arumaa, ZfslPh 26, p. 125.
3 Cf. the quotation above.

Direct oppositions of transitivity between verbs with the ë- 
preterite and verbs with the d-preterite are not numerous, as far 
as the TeT-roots are concerned, this root type admitting alternation 
between full and zero grade only in special cases, but mezgii 
mezgiaü : myzgii mizgaii and rezgii rezgiaii : ryzgù rizgaii may be 
quoted. Without apophonie alternation it would be difficult to 
keep apart the pair verbs in the infinitive (and some other forms) 
as seen in the case of kèpti kepù kepiaü tr. ‘backen, braten’ : dial. 
kèpti kempù kepaiï intr. ‘gebacken, gebraten werden; gerinnen 
(vom Blute)’, cf. kempti kempstù kempaü ‘hart werden (vom 
Brot), trocknen’.1 2 The opposition kepii : kempù is scarcely old. 
Old is here, to all appearance, only the opposition in the preterite 
kepiaü : kepañ, recurring in Latvian as cepu (ë) : -cçpa (d).3 As 
for degii degiaü (dial, also dengù, and in the preterite also degaü, 
Latv. dçgu dçgu/dedzik), which is used mostly without object, 
Slav, zegg and further cognates (Alb. djek, Skt. dáhati) suggest
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that it is the transitive function which is the older one, and in 
so far the flexion degii degiaii is the one expected. But as shown 
by Endzelin, the «-preterite is attested in intransitive function, in 
OLith. (Univ.) degii degaü ‘gorç’, and in Latv. dial. (Lizums) 
dagu (: tr. dadzu).1 Here again we are faced with an old opposition 
of transitivity in the preterite.2 Otherwise language has resort to 
lexical contrasts: vedii : einii ‘lead’ : ‘go’, vezii : jóju ‘convey’ : 
‘ride’.

The e-preterite is furthermore the nearly obligatory preterite 
of verbs with the /e/o-present. These verbs are for the most part 
transitive. This statistic fact, however, cannot be decisive for us; 
the number of exceptions is so great that it is impossible to speak 
of a pronounced transitive group. It does not mean that we do not 
attach weight to the verbs with ye/o-present and ë-preterite func
tioning as transitive counterparts of verbs from the same root 
with a nasal or si-present and an «-preterite. Such direct opposi
tions exist, as we know, in not a few cases: baudziù baudziaü tr. 
‘chastise’ : bundii budañ inlr. ‘awake’, verciii verciaii tr. : virstii 
virtaii intr. ‘turn, tumble’, etc. It should be emphasized, however, 
that even if the Baltic je/o-verbs are often opposed to corresponding 
nasal or si-verbs in an opposition of transitivity, they may, in 
other cases, show the same voice as the correlates with nasal or 
si-presents, the opposition being then an opposition between state 
and inchoation: jauciù jauciaü ‘feel’ : juntii jutaii ‘notice’, verkiii 
verkiau ‘weep’ : pra-vlrkstu -virkau ‘burst into tears’ (cf. p. 46). 
What is essential here is of course the fact that the nasal and 
si-verbs are characterized by two semantic features, normally 
present at the same time, viz. intransitive (ineffective) value and 
inchoation. This causes lhe derivatives among the je/o-verbs to 
differ in meaning according to the semantic feature that is the 
starting point of the derivation; they appear, then, in diametrically 
opposed meanings, denoting either a transitive action or an 
intransitive (ineffective) slate. A question of great concern is the 
distribution of the two meanings. In our considerations above 
concerning Greek (see p. 8) we have developed lhe thought 
that one and the same formal distinction need not anywhere

1 Endzelin, KZ 43, pp. 18f., Le. Gr., § 606. Klein gives an opposition in the 
present degù ‘ardeo’ : degiii ‘accendo’.

2 Compare also Latv. dzesu. dzèsu (ë) tr. ‘extinguish’ : dziestu dzisu (<5) intr. 
‘cease to burn, go out’, cf. Lith. gçstù gesaû intr. ‘id.’.

4 * 
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represent the same semantic distinction, but may be utilized to 
render different semantic distinctions, provided surroundings are 
different. In the present case the two semantic oppositions should, 
then, occur under different contextual conditions, which seems 
to hold good. If a nasal or si-verb appears preferably with a 
personal subject or at any rate with an animate, subject, then the 
corresponding je/o-verb is stative: juntii ‘notice’ : jauciii ‘feel’, 
-virkstu ‘burst into tears’ : verkiù ‘weep’, etc., although an op
position of transitivity or causation would have been conceivable, 
too (if the meaning of the /e/o-verbs had been *‘make feel’ or 
*‘make weep’). And inversely, if the subject of the nasal or si- 
verb is normally inanimate or passive (e. g. a sleeping person), 
the corresponding je/o-verb is transitive: plystu intr. : plésiii tr. 
‘tear’, luztu intr. : láuziu tr. ‘break’, bundù intr. ‘awake’ : baudziii 
tr. ‘chastise’, etc., even if oppositions of inchoation would also 
be conceivable (if the je/o-derivatives had meant something like 
*‘be in pieces’, *‘be awake’). Of course, in some instances there 
may be doubt as to whether the subject is to be conceived as 
animate or inanimate, and in an isolated case, under special 
phonic conditions, a nasal verb is attested both with a transitive 
verb and a stative verb: svintù ‘grow light, break (as the day)’ : 
sveiciù ‘polish’ (opposition of transitivity) and svintù : svieciù 
‘shine’ (opposition of inchoation). The rule given here for the 
repartition of the two oppositions applies to most cases, but ought 
to be formulated with more accuracy as far as details are con
cerned. In any case, the problems concerning the semantic di
vergence attached to the distinction between je/o-verbs and nasal 
verbs would deserve greater attention than hitherto given to them.

As for the flexion, the je/o-present of the stative derivatives 
is old, cf. Slav, emljo, dnsç» (p. 46). Perhaps they have originally 
had the sigmatie aorist, if this has been unmarked in meaning. 
The corresponding Slavic derivatives have a second stem in -a- 
(imati, d'bchati), but an d-preterite need not have come into 
existence until the verbs concerned had been reinterpreted into 
imperfective verbs; we have no secure indications that the d- 
preterite was used especially frequently as a preterite of stative 
verbs.

The transitive je/o-verbs at the same time are usually effective 
and may be assumed originally to have had the sigmatic aorist, 
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as corresponding Slavic verbs show the sigmatic aorist; compare 
bljudg bljusb Lr. ‘watch’ : vbz-bbno -bbdb intr. ‘awake’ with the 
same apophonie alternation as Balt, baudziii baudziaù : bundii 
budaiï, and Slav. Igkg Igchb tr. ‘bend’ : Içkno se lekb intr. ‘shrink 
back’, Balt, lenkiii lenkiaü : linkstii linkau.

We may find it surprising that these transitive verbs take the 
/e/o-present in Baltic. From an etymological point of view we 
must assume that the roots concerned in many cases had the 
e/o-present in Indo-European, compare baudziii, Slav, bljudg, 
Gk. TTÉuSopcci, Skt. bódhati; verciù, Lat. verto, Skt. vártate. Here 
the structure of the root plays a role. In Slavic both TeT-roots 
and 7’(e)7?7’-roots are represented among the verbs with an e/o- 
present and s-aorist: nesg nësb, and bljudg bljusb, vrbzg vrësb. In 
Baltic the verbs with the e-preterite retain the e/o-present only if 
the root is of the type TeT-,x whereas the 7’(e)7?7’-roots take the 
je/o-present (provided the e-preterite is preserved): nesii, but 
baudziii, verziii. The background of the differentiation of the 
present stem has apparently been the different attitude of the 
roots towards apophonie alternation. The 7>7?7’-roots change 
easily to the zero grade, while the type TeT-, as pointed out, was 
in principle incapable of this vocalic alternation. This is of im
portance for the occurrence of pair verbs distinguished in trans
itivity. We may assume, then, that the opposition of voice in 
the preterite, the contradistinction between the e-preterite and the 
d-pretcrite (yerciaiï : virtaii), respectively between the sigmatie 
and the strong aorist, motivates a differentiation also of the present 
stem. If the intransitive verbs never had a present of the type 
T(e)RT-e/o-, as is practically the case in Slavic (exceptions: 
cvbtg ‘bloom’, grgdg ‘go’), there should be no serious problems; 
the transitive verbs might then take the e/o-present (Slav, bljudo). 
But in Baltic we have also, besides the nasal presents and the 
sf-presents, intransitive presents such as svitii to sviteti ‘be bright’, 
and some intransitive presents belonging to the type kertù kirtaiï, 
cf. Latv. dial, vçrtu virtu intr. ‘become’, and under these cir
cumstances the /e/o-llexion of the transitive verbs is at least 
equally appropriate (Balt, baudziii, verciù).

1 We disregard here the tendency existing in Latvian to replace the e/o- 
present by the je/o-present, when the first T in a TeT-root is an occlusive or s: 
beiu, tepju et al.
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It seems doubtful to me that the je/o-present should have been 
associated with a transitive value from the very beginning in 
Baltic. On the contrary, the frequency with which this present 
appears with a transitive value may be due to the fact that quite 
a number of roots, when transitive, replaced their original e/o- 
present by a Je/o-present and that this present became a productive 
model for shaping transitive counterparts of intransitive nasal or 
.si-verbs.

On the other hand, it should be emphasized that the Indo- 
European sigmatic aorist in all likelihood did not directly require 
the e/o-present, but also, and very often, was associated with the 
/e/o-present; compare the Greek primary verbs in -/co, which 
regularly lake the sigmatic aorist and are transitive to a very 
great extent (ttXt]o-o-co et al.). We must assume, then, that
several of the transitive Je/o-verbs are of Balto-Slavic age, as also 
appears from some etymological parallels: Balt, lieziii ‘lick’, Slav. 
lizç, Gk. aor. ê'ÂEi^a; ; Latv. tesu ‘hew’, Slav, tesç; Balt, júositi 
‘gird’, Slav, -jaso, Gk. aor. ejcocra; Balt, ziedziù ‘form’, Slav. 
zizdo-, Balt, piesiii ‘sketch, draw’, Slav, pisp; Balt, rëziu ‘cut’, 
Slav, rezp, Gk. aor. Eppr^a; Balt, plékiii (liter, pliekiul) ‘whip’, 
Slav, placç (sg), Gk. aor. EirÄri^a. The early existence of such 
transitive verbs within the /e/o-ilexion is, of course, a precondition 
of verbs like verciii being transferred to it from the e/o-llexion.

A precious indication how the replacement of e/o-llexion by 
je/o-flexion took place is afforded by Slavic. Here we have, as 
opposed to the intransitive vçzno ‘get entangled’, two transitive 
verbs from the same root, one with the e/o-present, vçzo, and the 
other with the /e/o-present, vçzo ‘tie’. All three verbs are imper- 
fective, so that it is impossible to consider vçzati vçzç an imper- 
fectivization of vçzti vçzç>, nor can it be considered the iterative 
verb of vçzti vçzç>; compare Dostál’s semantic determination of 
vçzati vçzç>: “Lexikální vÿznam, jako u mnohÿch jinÿch sloves, 
Ize si dejovc predstaviti tak, ze se nëkolikrat za sehou opakuje 
jistá cinnost. Nëkdy se vsak u vçzati mysli na vázání a poutání 
jediné, nelze proto vidëti v tomto slovese vÿznamové iterativum”.1 
The same may perhaps apply to Içko ‘bend, stretch’ and Içco 
as against lekno (sç) ‘shrink back’; cf. Balt, lenkiii : linkstii.'2

1 A. Dostål, Studie o vidovém systému v staroslovënëtinë, Prague 1954, p. 185.
2 See also Endzelin, Le. (lr., § 625 d.
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We must assume that there was some difference in meaning between 
vçzçi and zq'iy, and between lçkç> and Zgcp, but the difference has 
scarcely any connection with aspect or iteration. It is thinkable 
that similar doublets have existed in Baltic, too, a verb with 
e/o-flexion side by side with a verb with jc/o-flexion, both showing 
transitive value and differentiated at most in shades of that value. 
At any rate, it deserves to be stressed that the opposition of voice 
between je/o- and nasal present is not a specific Baltic pheno
menon, but is represented also in Slavic by vçzp : vçznç», a fact 
that has been overlooked in previous investigations.

Finally some isolated cases of the ë-preterite: ëdu (ëdmi) 
ëdziau ‘eat’ and, with a deviating vocalism in the preterite, dúodu 
(dúomi) daviafi, dial, deviaíí, Latv. devil (ë) ‘give’, and of opposite 
meaning imii éniiañ ‘take’. The somewhat obscure vocalism may 
cause uncertainty towards these preterite forms, but in my 
opinion their ancientness cannot be questioned. All three verbs 
are transitive, and in so far the ë-preterite is the preterite to be 
expected. However, the verbs mentioned are not effective, and 
in Slavic the corresponding verbs, jamb, damb, imp, form the 
root aorist: 2. and 3. sg. jastb, dastb, jçtb. Consequently, besides 
the ordinary correspondence between Baltic ë-preterite and Slavic 
s-aorist, it would be prudent to take into consideration also a 
correspondence between the Baltic ë-preterite and the Slavic root 
aorist with the 2. and 3. sg. in -(s)Zt>.

The fact that two of the verbs in question are old athematic 
verbs claims attention.1 I find it highly probable that the athematic 
verbs were the group in which the ë-preterite, as a preterite with 
a stem in -ë- found only in the preterite itself, came into existence

1 I conceive the Lithuanian athematic verbs as a group of ineffective verbs. 
Stang has dealt with the Old Lithuanian athematic verbs, and according to him 
we are to distinguish between an old group of athematic verbs, with cognates 
in other Indo-European languages and without distinct meaning as to voice, 
and a group developed in Baltic itself and showing intransitive or stative value 
(see Chr. S. Stang, “Die athematischen Verba im Baltischen”, Scando-Slavica 8, 
1962, pp. 161 ff.). I believe there was no sharp semantic contrast between those 
two groups. The athematic verbs inherited from Indo-European, bâti ‘be’, diioti 
‘give’, deli ‘put’, elti ‘go’, ësli ‘eat’, raudóti ‘lament, wail’, 3 ps. pres, velti ‘wishes’, 
do not indicate any creation or reshaping of an object lying outside the subject; 
they are ineffective, and this meaning joins all the Old Lithuanian athematic 
verbs. Cf. p. 12. That they have been productive only in a narrower meaning, 
in intransitive function, may be compared with the fact that the nasal and si- 
verbs, as to voice ineffective, too, have likewise been productive only in intransitive 
function.—Also the Slavic mi-verbs may be considered ineffective (¿y/i ‘to be’, 
dati ‘give’, imêti ‘have’, jasti ‘eat’, vëdëti ‘know’). 
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and had its first spread. The reason why I assume this, is that 
in Slavic we have one ë-preterite, viz. bëclvô ‘eram’ from byti 
‘esse, fieri’, with an e-formative found nowhere else in the flexion 
of the verb. The corresponding present, jesmb ‘sum’, is athematic. 
In the preterite we observe an opposition between bëchb and the 
root aorist byclib, 2—3 sg. bystb, classified as an opposition im
perfect : aorist; bëchb suggests, then, that also the Baltic e-pre- 
terites formerly, as long as the aorists were intact in Bailie, 
functioned as imperfects. However, al the same time the opposition 
byclvb : bëclvb ‘factus sum’ : ‘eram’ also represents an opposition 
inchoation : state, and this gives rise to some remarks concerning 
the special character of the Slavic opposition aorist : imperfect.

It must be borne in mind that the Slavic opposition between 
aorist and imperfect has only these very members, whereas the 
Greek opposition has three members, viz. present stem : aorist 
stem : perfect stem, cf. ïorapai ecrrricra Ecrrr|Ka. Also the Slavic 
opposition of aspect has three members, viz. imperfective verb : 
perfective verb : stative verb, cf. sëdati : sësti : sëdëti. The formal 
distinction between the three members normally refers to a 
semantic distinction, action in its course of development : critical 
point : state. In Greek a state may be expressed markedly by 
the perfect stem, but by virtue of the unmarked character of the 
present stem, also the present stem can stand for a state, and in 
this case the aorist may denote either the attainment of the final 
point of that state, e. g. ßacriÄEuco ‘I am a king’ : EßacriÄEUoa (Tpi- 
ctKOVTcx ett|) ‘I was a king (for 30 years)’, in the same way as 
ecttt|V denotes the final point as against icrraiaai, or the initial 
point of the state, ßcxcriÄeÜGO ‘I am a king’ : EßaoiÄEvera ‘I became 
a king’, in semantic concurrence with the relation eottikcx : ectttiv. 
The basic function of the Greek aorist as compared with the 
present, is the signification of the final point of an action, whereas 
the signification of the initial point of a state results from a 
comparison with the perfect, or with a present functioning as 
a perfect. The same applies to the aspectual opposition between 
verbs in Slavic. The perfective verb signifies in principle, as 
opposed to an imperfective verb, the final point of an action, e. g. 
sësti : sëdati ‘have sat down’ : ‘be sitting down’, but if a special 
stative verb does not exist, the imperfectivo verb may be used in a 
stative sense, and then the opposition, e. g. kosnoti sç : kasati sç 
‘have come in contact with’ : ‘be in contact with’, is equivalent 
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with that of sësti : sëdëti ‘have sat down’ : ‘sit’. Owing to the fact 
that it has only two members, the nature of the opposition between 
aorist and imperfect in Slavic is different. The two semantic 
contrasts mentioned, final point : preceding action and initial 
point : following state, are not kept apart formally, being only 
two manifestations of the distinction critical point : phase. The 
marked member of the opposition is the imperfect, as, precisely 
in the case of Stative verbs, the aorist need not refer to a critical 
point. So the imperfect imëachb always denotes the possession as 
a phase, as a state we are in, whereas the aorist iinëchb may 
refer to the initial or final point of the phase, or to the phase 
itself.1 Under these circumstances I find it legitimate to regard 
bychb : bëchb as an opposition between aorist and imperfect.

The stative imperfect bëchb formally agrees with the aorist of 
the stative verbs in -ëti, e. g. sëdëch’b from sëdëti, and thus clearly 
points to a model. In order to explain the evolution leading to 
the creation of imperfects in -ë-, we must start from the opposition 
between inchoative verbs and stative verbs with a second stem 
in -ë-, Slav, sësti : sëdëti, Balt, sësti : sëdëti. Their aorists, the 
strong aorist sëdb and the (later sigmalized) ë-aorist sëdëch’b were 
probably originally only preterites without aspectual status, op
posed to each other as the other forms of the verbs, i. e. in an 
opposition of inchoation as Balt, sësti : sëdëti. Following the 
pattern sëdb : sëdëch’b, byti then develops a stative preterite bë-chb 
to the root aorist 5z/c7ia, 2-3 sg. bystb, but here, probably owing 
to the existence of the stative present jes/nb, a special stative verb 
in -ëti did not arise, and the opposition bychb : bëchb was inter
preted as an opposition aorist : imperfect. Baltic seems to have 
had a similar ë-preterite from the verb ‘to be’, compare OPruss. 
ast bëi/bë¡be.2 From this verb the imperfect in -ë- had probably 
a first spread to other verbs with the athematic present and root 
aorist, cf. Slav, jamb, 2-3 sg. aor. jastb, impf, jadëachb, Balt. 
ëdmi ëdziau, Slav, damb, 2—3 sg. aor. dcistb, impf. Çdadëachb}, 
Balt, dúomi daviañ.3 From these transitive verbs, then, a further

1 Cf. V. V. Borodiè, “K voprosu o vidovych otnosenijach staroslavjanskogo 
glagola”, Uëenye zapiski Instituía slavjanovedenija 9, 1954, pp. 73f.

2 Stang, Verbum, pp. 197 f.
3 In view of the mi-present imamb ‘have’, it cannot be entirely excluded that 

the relations between imamb, aor. imëxb, imp ‘take’, 2-3 sg. aor. jçtb were originally 
the same as between jesm?>, impf, bëxb, “perfective” present bpdp, 2-3 sg. aor. bystb 
and that the second stem in -ë- (imëti, etc.) to the present imamb has been developed 
only later. Compare Balt, imù èmiaù. 
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expansion took place, so that also verbs with old sigmatic aorist 
developed a special imperfect in -ê-, Slav, vedç>, aor. pc.st», impf. 
vede-acht, Balt, vedii vedziaù. As verbs with old sigmatic aorist 
are transitive, the e-suflix, in being utilized to form the imperfect 
to the sigmatic aorist, loses its contact with the intransitive (in
effective) meaning characteristic of the stative verbs with a second 
stem in -ë-. Furthermore, the shift of voice involves a shift of 
phase: the imperfects to old sigmatic aorists do not denote the 
phase resulting from a maximum but the phase resulting in a 
maximum, because in the case of an effective verb it is the latter 
phase that is of primary interest (In Homeric Greek effective verbs 
have present and aorist but no perfect; in Slavic effective actions 
may be expressed imperfectively or perfectivelv, but not by a 
stative verb). The e-suffix was certainly the mark of the non
present forms of stative verbs in Balto-Slavic, but what we must 
keep in mind here is that stativeness actually consists of three 
components: ineffectiveness, continuativeness, and consecutive
ness, and that it was the continuativeness which was deciding for 
its spread as a mark of the imperfect. It must be considered 
normal, I think, than when a formative expands in one semantic 
direction, it loses, in the new sphere of application, the contact 
with possibly other semantic features characteristic of its original 
sphere of application. The posited development was in brief: 
*sëd-e- *sëd-ë —> *bii-  : *bë-  -> *vëd-s-  : *ved-ë~.

As in the case of continuative verbs with a second stem in -ü-, 
I assume that also the stative verbs with a second stem in -ë-, 
after being the point of departure for the creation of the ë-imper- 
fect, became themselves subject to aspectual differentiation in the 
preterite, so that besides the aorist sedec7i7> we get an imperfect 
sedea-clvb, created by adding Ilie ä-suffix; compare Balt. prel. 
sédëjau (*eiskä-  : *eiskä-ä-  -> *sëdë-  : *sëdë-â-').

In Slavic, then, also the e-imperfects redundantly obtained 
the â-suffix: jadëaclvb, vedëaclvb, and in this way they clearly 
became distinguishable from aorists in -e-. This, however, does 
not apply to beclvt>, which shows the longer form with -ea- only 
in the third person, besides the shorter one (be/bease). The 
archaic flexion bëclvb be is certainly due to the special position 
the verb byti takes up in the verbal system.

As for sigmatization and thematization, see above p. 48.
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Il remains to deal with some problems concerning the vocalism 
of the Baltic e-preterite and the Slavic imperfect in -èachb. As
suming that the e-suffix used in forming those preterites originates 
from the e-suffix of the stative verbs, we should have expected 
them to have the zero grade just as the stative verbs (compare 
Balt, budeti, svitéti, Slav, bbdeli, subtëti), but the Baltic ë-preterite 
has in case of T(e)/?Z'-root the full grade (baudziii baudziaû, 
verziii verziañ), and the full grade is also partly attested in the 
Slavic imperfect in -eaclvb (bljudo bljudeaehb, but vrbzp vrbzeachb).

As emphasized by Stang,1 the Slavic imperfect in -ëachb 
exhibits the same vocalism as the present: bljudo bljudeachb, 
vrbzç» vrbzeachb, vedo vedëachb, klbno klbnèachb, etc. This rule 
applies after all, when we disregard entirely isolated cases as 
indi èmiaü, to Baltic as well: The e-preterite has the full grade or 
the zero grade in agreement with the vocalism in the present, 
with the sole modification that the full grade as well as the zero 
grade is lengthened according to special rules. So we have, with 
lengthening in the preterite, ginii gyniau, lekiii lékiañ, etc., whereas 
TeT-roots with an e/o-present and 7e/?7’-roots with a je/o-present 
show no lengthening: vedii vedziañ, and verziii verziañ.

When the e-preterile so frequently shows the full grade, it 
must consequently be seen in connection with the fad that the 
corresponding present equally frequently has the full grade. The 
question is how primitive the vocalism of the present is. In some 
cases of 7’(c)7?71-roots, such as verziii, the old age of the e-vocalism 
of the present must be questioned, since corresponding Slavic pre
sents have the zero grade (vrbzg). In other cases, however, the full 
grade seems to be primitive in the present (baudziii, Slav, bljudo, 
Gk. tteúSoijcxi), and from such presents the full grade may have 
spread to the preterite, and to other verbs as well.

The generalization of the e-vocalism of the e-preterite (from 
7e7?T-roots) may, after all, easily be explained, if we take into 
account the derivation that takes place between the various classes 
of verbs. If we confront derivates from the same root, we see that 
if it were not for the distinction in vocalism, some forms (the 
infinitive and other forms based on it) from the transitive verb 
(Balt, bausti, Slav, bljusti) would not diller from the corresponding 
forms of the inchoative verb (biisti, -bbnoti) or the stative verb 

1 Stang, Verbum, p. 83.
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itself (biidëti, b ode ti); compare oppositions such as Balt, baiïsti : 
bùsti, Slav, bl/ul-b : bljudëach7> : b’bdëach'b. Slavic has re
mained at this stage: the transitive 7'(c)/?/’-roots require the 
e-vocalism only if they are opposed to intransitive formations 
from the same root (bljudç : -btnp as baudziii : bundii). In Baltic 
the derivation plays a far greater role, and the e-vocalism has 
spread to most je/o-verbs (verziii, gráuziu versus Slav, vrbzp, 
gryzo).

Conclusion
In his classic study “Sur l’aoriste sigmatique’’1 Meillet arrived 

at the conclusion that the sigmatic aorist is a late Indo-European 
innovation. Since then, new important material, the sigmatic 
formations in the verbal paradigm of Tocharian and Hittite, has 
been included in the discussion of the origin of the sigmatic aorist, 
bid the investigation of this new material has, generally speaking, 
rather confirmed Meillet’s view than modified it. Yet the correct
ness of his view may be questioned: Meillet, and his followers as 
well, have built up their hypotheses almost exclusively on the 
basis of formal criteria.

Only Watkins has more concretely dealt with problems con
cerning the meaning of the sigmatic aorist.2 The idea that the 
sigmatic aorist, as an innovation, may be expected originally to 
have had a clear-cut sphere of use is in itself plausible, and the 
hypothesis would only gain in certainty, if we could determine 
the primitive sphere of use on the basis of languages with a more 
limited use of sigmatic preterites. No doubt Watkins’ observation 
of the fact that the sigmatic element, in certain languages, Tocha
rian, Hittite, and Sanskrit, first of all appears in middle forms is 
significant. In my opinion, however, it is somewhat bold to con
clude from this fact only that the s-morpheme “had a distinct 
affinity with middle or intransitive value’’,3 in so far as we may 
assume that the middle endings were sufficient to signalize the 
middle value; a comparison between sigmatic and non-sigmatic

1 Mélanges de Saussure, Paris 1908, pp. 81 ft.
2 C. Watkins, Indo-European Origins of the Celtic Verb, I. '¡'lie Sigmatic Aorist, 

Dublin 1962.
3 Watkins, ibidem, p. 97, cf. Vjac. Vs. Ivanov, ObSéeindoevropejskaja, pra- 

slavjanskaja i anatolijskaja jazykovye sistemi, Moscow 1965, pp. 139ff. (stresses 
the fact that the Hittite iteratives in -sfa- are incorporated in the /n-conjugation). 
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forms within the same voice would have been more conclusive. 
In the ease of s-preterites to Hittite /u-presents, whose endings, 
as we know, correspond with the middle endings of other Indo- 
European languages, a special association with the middle mean
ing seems more probable.1 However, the question is whether these 
Hittite s-preterites, attested only in the 2nd and 3rd singular, 
actually are the predecessors of the classical sigmatic aorist. 
Watkins follows Burrow and compares the Hittite 2. and 3. sg. 
preterite form ending in -s with Sanskrit 2. and 3. sg. aor. d/ids;1 2 
I find this equation correct, but it must be borne in mind that 
dhäs appears in the paradigm of a root aorist, not in that of a 
fully developed sigmatic aorist. In Slavic, too, we are probably 
faced with an .s-elemenl in the 2. and 3. sg. aor. byslb3 from byti, 
with an ending -lb indicating an original root aorist, cf. (Ik. ecpuv.

1 According to Watkins, op. cit., p. 79, the /ii-conjugation forms reflect “the 
Indo-European stative-intransitive perfect and a diathesis lost in Hittite itself”.

2 Watkins, ibidem, p. 99.
3 But Stang, Verbum, p. 71, assumes bystr, < *byd-tr,.

Watkins’ hypotheses concerning the derivation of the sigmatic 
aorist open new vistas to the problem whether the various types 
of aorists in Indo-European have been semantically differentiated. 
In the present study I have not been able to take up this problem 
on a large scale. My aim has been to elucidate the Slavic aorists 
on the basis of data from language groups showing similarities 
with Slavic as regards the use of the preterites. However, a 
comparison of those languages, Slavic, Greek, and Baltic, suggests 
that the strong aorist rather than the sigmatic aorist was the 
preterite showing “affinity with middle or intransitive value”.

In Greek the strong aorist is middle (ineffective) to approx
imately the same degree as the perfect in Homer, and the sigmatic 
aorist is obligatorily used to express the opposite meaning. This 
opposition makes itself felt particularly in cases of a derivational 
rapport between the sigmatic and the strong aorist, as ecrrr|cra : eott|v.

It has been a common assumption that such sigmatic aorists 
as ecrrr|cra are due to a Greek innovation, but a similar derivational 
rapport is attested in Slavic, too; compare bljusb : v’bz-b'bd'b and 
the feebly attested Gk. opposition iroucras : éttuSóijtiv, or za-by : 
bysh> and Gk. Ecpuoa : Etpuv. In Slavic the perfect disappeared as 
well as the distinction between active and middle endings; thus 
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there was little support in the Slavic conjugation for a preservation 
of the opposition as an opposition of voice in the strictest sense. 
This might be the explanation why the opposition we are faced 
with in Slavic is rather an opposition of transitivity (bljusti tr. 
‘watch’ : uac-ô&npff intr. ‘awake’, za-byti tr. ‘forget’ : byti ‘to be’), 
but at any rate it seems possible to deduce the Slavic opposition 
from an opposition of voice as that in Greek.

It seems to me that the agreement between Greek and Slavic 
in the application of the aorists is too special to be the result of 
a parallel development in either language group. Moreover, it 
is impossible to explain the agreement as a common innovation : 
no one regards those language groups as especially closely related, 
they seem never to have been in close contact with each other. 
We must thus assume that the agreement represents a common 
inheritance of an interdialectal opposition. Whether the opposition 
has been known originally throughout the Indo-European area 
or only in a part of it is another question; perhaps future in
vestigations including also other language groups and other pre
terite formations may put more light to that problem.

The opposition of voice found in Greek and Slavic then to all 
appearance is very old. However, even if the opposition as such 
may be of considerable age, we cannot exclude the possibility 
that the utilization of the sigmatic aorist as a member of that 
opposition is a comparatively late phenomenon. Semantically the 
Greek reduplicated aorist shows some similarity with the sigmatic 
aorist (cf. êireiCTa/uéiriSov : e-rTi-90pr|v), and when we take into 
account the very restricted use of the reduplicated aorist in Greek, 
and its absence in Slavic, it seems possible to conclude that the 
sigmatic aorist to no small extent has replaced the reduplicated 
aorist. Hence there are no strong reasons for questioning Meillet’s 
view that the sigmatic aorist has been generalized to a very great 
extent, in Greek as well as in Slavic.

A somewhat different case is the relation between Slavic and 
Baltic. As generally known, Meillet rejected the theory of a 
Balto-Slavic unity,1 and from this standpoint it is of course 
possible to account for the non-existence of the sigmatic aorist 
in Baltic without special difficulties. If the sigmatic aorist existed 
in Indo-European only as brittle sprouts, then it may simply

1 A. Meillet, Les dialectes indo-européens, Paris 1908, pp. 40 IT. 
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be assumed that those sprouts were stifled in some language 
groups (Baltic), but were subject to further development in others 
(Slavic). Now, things are more complicated. In Baltic (and in 
Germanic as well) we are faced with a situation where no aorists 
are attested at all, and we cannot disregard the possibility that 
the sigmatic aorist may have developed and flourished also in 
Baltic and have existed there side by side with other aorist 
formations and then ultimately have disappeared together with 
those other aorists (in a similar way as the aorists have got lost 
in the neighbouring Slavic languages). Already the late documen
tation of Baltic may make us take this alternative into account. 
It seems to me, too, that Slavic and Baltic show so many simi
larities that we cannot ignore the possibility of a correspondence 
in the development of the aorists.

In Baltic we have an opposition of voice that gives the im
pression of being of a considerable age, viz. the opposition between 
verbs with e/o- or ye/o-present and ë-preterite on the one hand 
and verbs with nasal or si-present and «-preterite on the other. 
In case of direct opposition between etymologically related verbs, 
we record the semantic contrast as a contrast in transitivity, e. g. 
baudziii baudziau tr. : bundù budau intr. But to all appearance 
this contrast is based on a distinction between effective and in
effective actions. We have observed (p. 50) that verbs with a 
non-generalized ë-preterite, i. e. the 77'/'-roots that have the e/o- 
presenl, are, with a single exception, all effective; they presuppose 
a change of the object and thus show a meaning narrower than 
transitiveness, and reversely we may state (see p. 33) that the 
nasal and «/-presents are to be defined as ineffective, since some 
of them are not intransitive, but still do not denote a reshaping 
of the object. From a purely semantic point of view there is 
thus no reason for separating the Baltic opposition from the one 
found in Slavic.

From a formal point of view there are also points of support 
for a comparison. In both language groups the verbs involved 
in the opposition are “primary”, i.e. either pure e/o-verbs or 
e/o-verbs with some enlargement. The intransitive nasal verbs in 
Baltic (bundù) parallel nasal verbs in Slavic (u7>z-b?>no), and the 
present of the transitives also agrees, provided the root is a TeT- 
root: Balt, vedii as Slav. vedo. If the root is a 7eZ?T-root, then 
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the Baltic transitives always show theje/o-present baudziii, lenkiù, 
whereas Slavic usually has an e/o-present: bljudç. This disagree
ment, however, is scarcely essential. We may assume that the Bal
tic /e/o-presents in some cases go back to e/o-presents; compare 
baudziii, Slav, bljudç, Gk. TréuSopai, and on the other hand we 
may observe that the je/o-present is not unknown in Slavic: some 
of the Slavic transitives are attested also with /e/o-present, cf. 
Içkp/lçcp, vçzçt/vçzç).

In the preterite the situation is not so clear. If we regard the 
Baltic preterites as former imperfects opposed to aorists which 
were lost already in a prehistoric period, we may assume that 
the «-preterite was associated with the strong aorist (compare 
Balt, bundii budau, Slav. ubz-bbiip -bbd'b) and the e-preterite with 
the sigmatic aorist (Balt, baudziii baudziau, Slav, bl judo bljusi>). 
M oreover, it seems possible to assume that the Baltic preterites 
are genetically related to the Slavic imperfects, which end in 
-aaclvb or -cach'd. We should expect, then, an accord in distribution 
between the Baltic preterites and the Slavic imperfects. This seems 
to hold good. In any case the ë-preterite regularly corresponds 
with the imperfect in -ëachb: vedziaïï, baudziau as vedcaclvb, 
bljudeachb, and the «-preterite may be considered reflected in 
Slavic as the imperfect of a special type of verbs (iniati ciuljo') 
serving as imperfective counterparts of perfective verbs with the 
strong aorist: dusau (pres, diistii) as ddchaachb from ddchati duso, 
imperfective of dbchno, aor. dbchd. Imperfects such as ddchncachb 
I consider to be late, and I explain the limited frequency of 
imperfects such as d’bchaach'b by the fact (hat another more 
productive type of imperfectivization, dychati dychajo, has spread 
to the detriment of the type dbchati duso.

Viewed in this way the formatives of the Baltic opposition of 
voice are comparable to those of the Slavic opposition. In the 
present we meet with an opposition between e/o- and /e/o-presents 
on one hand and nasal presents on the other; in the preterite 
(imperfect) the formant -ë- was opposed to a formant -«-. In 
Slavic we have furthermore a contrast in the aorist, that between 
the sigmatic and the strong aorist; this contrast is to be considered 
older, as we find it also in Greek; nothing prevents us from 
assuming (hat a similar contrast existed in Baltic.

I conclude, then, that the Baltic opposition of voice rests on 
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a distinction between the sigmatic and the strong aorist and that 
the opposition as such is as old as the opposition found in Slavic 
or Greek. 1 suppose that this triad of language groups has in
herited an old opposition of voice in the aorist.

I emphasize that the assumption of a common opposition of 
voice in Baltic and Slavic between the sigmatic and the strong 
aorist by no means involves particularly intimate relations between 
these two language groups, as the same opposition is found in 
Greek. On the other hand the firm establishment of a corre
sponding opposition in the present between e/o- and nasal presents 
may be considered a Balto-Slavic innovation; even if some nasal 
presents show a tendency to express the ineffective action also in 
Greek, the situation in Baltic and Slavic is none the less different: 
the old distinction between active and middle endings was lost, 
and therefore the distinction in the present stem attains a greater 
weight than it has in Greek. In the same way the development 
of ë- and ñ-preterites in both languages may be considered a 
specific Balto-Slavic feature, as pointed out already by previous 
scholars.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 3. maj 1967. 
Færdig fra trykkeriet den 18. februar 1969.
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